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This special issue is the first one published in this jour-
nal. This special issue covered engineering and scientific
advances in both inertial and magnetic confinement fusion,
with attendees from major fusion energy research centers
worldwide. It is one of the most important issues in this
field. Nuclear fusion continues to be an important area,
given the continued engineering and technology advances in
magnetic and inertial thermonuclear fusion. The objective
of this special issue is to bring the most up-to-date devel-
opments in nuclear fusion to the readership of this journal.
This special issue highlights works in the area of nuclear
fusion engineering, including ITER and experimental fusion
devices, which include alternate fusion confinement devices;
new device design and reactor studies; divertors and plasma-
material interactions; chambers; vacuum vessels related to
fusion device technology; plasma diagnostics; data acquisi-
tion and plasma control systems; safety and environmental
engineering; plasma fueling; pumping and tritium handling
systems; inertial fusion energy drivers; targets and related
technologies; fusion device power systems; magnet engi-
neering; electromagnetics; and electromechanics.This special
issue highlights a wide diversity of topics in nuclear fusion
engineering. We are thrilled by the diversity and the high
quality of the papers submitted to and published in this
special issue. The ITER Project continues to move ahead.
Construction at the Cadarache site is quite remarkable.
Buildings completed include the huge Poloidal Field Coils

Winding Facility and the Headquarters building, which has
been occupied by the ITER Staff. The base of the Tokamak
complex is being laid. Besides the construction that is taking
place and will take place at the site, components from around
the world have to navigate the complex route fromMarseilles
to the site. Nuclear fusion is proud to continue its key role in
providing the leading forum for the documentation of scien-
tific progress and exchange of research results internationally
toward fusion energy. In this issue, “Spontaneous emission of
an excited atom in a dusty unmagnetized plasma medium”
was presented by N. Alinejad and N. Pishbin. “The effect
of deposition rate on morphology and structural properties of
carbon-nickel composite films” was presented by S. Elahi et
al. “Effect of Ar/CH4 mixture ratio on properties of Ag/C:H
nanocomposite prepared by DC sputtering” was presented by
E. M. Soltani et al. Also, “Effect of size distribution on the
dust acoustic solitary waves in dusty plasma with two kinds of
nonthermal ions” was presented by S. S. Moghadam and D.
Dorranian.
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The large volume vacuum systems are used in many industrial operations and research laboratories. Accidents in these systems
should have a relevant economical and safety impact. A loss of vacuum accident (LOVA) due to a failure of the main vacuum vessel
can result in a fast pressurization of the vessel and consequent mobilization dispersion of hazardous internal material through
the braches. It is clear that the influence of flow fields, consequence of accidents like LOVA, on dust resuspension is a key safety
issue. In order to develop this analysis an experimental facility is been developed: STARDUST. This last facility has been used to
improve the knowledge about LOVA to replicate a condition more similar to appropriate operative condition like to kamaks. By
the experimental data the boundary conditions have been extrapolated to give the proper input for the 2D thermofluid-dynamics
numerical simulations, developed by the commercial CFD numerical code. The benchmark of numerical simulation results with
the experimental ones has been used to validate and tune the 2D thermofluid-dynamics numerical model that has been developed
by the authors to replicate the LOVA conditions inside STARDUST. In present work, the facility, materials, numerical model, and
relevant results will be presented.

1. Introduction

Fusion power is a promising long term candidate to supply
the energy needs of humanity [1]. From the safety view point
nuclear fusion holds inherent and potential safety advantages
over other energy sources. In the framework of the European
Fusion Program, based mainly on magnetic confinement
tokamak-type machines, the complete physical and techno-
logical basic demonstration of fusion was approached by the
ITER1 (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor)
engineering and conceptual design. In particular ITER will
be the first challenge to demonstrate licensable fusion safety
and environmental potential of fusion and thereby provide a
good precedent for the safety of future fusion power reactors.
ITER should be able to generate 500MW, but the high cost
of construction has led to work on a reduced scale option
[2]. In magnetic confinement devices the plasma edge2 and

surrounding material surfaces provide a buffer zone between
the high temperature conditions in the plasma core and the
normal “terrestrial” environment. The interaction between
the plasma edge and the surrounding surfaces profoundly
influences the conditions in the plasma core3 and is a key
engineering issue. Robust solutions to issues of plasma-
material interactions (PMIs) are required to realize a com-
mercially attractive fusion reactor [2].The plasma edge needs
to provide good thermal insulation and prevent impurity
influx from poisoning the burning plasma core. The wall has
to withstand the intense heat load and particle flux from the
plasma core, over months or years of operation, with little
or no maintenance. The wall surface plays an important role
in the recycling of hydrogen isotopes and in plasma fuelling.
The approach to practical fusion reactors inevitably leads to
an increase in plasma energy content, pulse duration, and
cumulative run time [2]. Plasma physics effects and PMIs that
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are only partially observed or accessible in present day then
experiments become important. Higher heat loads, more
intense transient heating events (i.e., edge localized modes
(ELMs)4 and disruptions5), and the predicted magnitude of
plasma facing component (PFC) damage by melting and
evaporation are critical issues [3].

The orders of magnitude increase of the duty cycle6 in
a next step device will lead to centimeter scale erosion of
PFCs. This represents three to four orders of magnitude
increase from present tokamaks7, a change that is much
larger than the change in any of the core physics parameters
needed for ignition [2]. The edge plasma and the wall are
a strongly coupled system whose interactions range over an
extraordinary width of scale, from eV scale atomic interac-
tions to hundredmegajoule disruptions. PMIs critically affect
tokamak operation in many ways. Erosion by the plasma
determines the lifetime of PFCs and creates a source of
impurities8, which cool and dilute the plasma. Deposition
of material onto PFCs alters their surface composition and
can lead to long term accumulation of large in-vessel tritium
inventories. Retention and recycling of hydrogen from PFCs
affect fuelling efficiency, plasma density control, and the
density of neutral hydrogen in the plasma boundary, which
impacts particle and energy transport [2].The primary driver
for the interactions between core plasma, edge plasma, and
wall is the power deposited or generated in the plasma
core. The fraction of this power which is not radiated from
the plasma core as bremsstrahlung9 or line radiation is
transported across field lines to the plasma edge [2]. The
plasma edge has a strong influence on the plasma core
transport processes and thereby on the energy confinement
time10 [4] and it plays an essential role in the transition
from the low (L) to the enhanced (H) plasma confinement
regime [5]. A schematic representation of the regions of the
plasma and the boundary walls in a divertor tokamak is
shown in Figure 1 that represents the poloidal11 cross section
of a tokamak plasma (with a single magnetic null divertor
configuration), illustrating the regions of the plasma and the
boundary walls where important PMIs and atomic physics
processes take place. [2].

The characteristic regions (Figure 1) of the plasma inside
the VV are

(i) the plasma core;
(ii) the edge region just inside the separatrix12;
(iii) the scrape-of-layer (SOL)13 plasma outside the sepa-

ratrix;
(iv) the divertor plasma region, which is an extension of

the SOL plasma along field lines into the divertor
chamber.

The baffle14 structure is designed to prevent neutrals from
leaving the divertor. In the private flux region below the
X point15, the magnetic field surfaces are isolated from the
rest of the plasma [2]. The outermost closed magnetic field
surface is characterized by a zero in the poloidal magnetic
field within the vessel known as an “X point.” This boundary
is called the last closed flux surface (LCFS) or separatrix.
Magnetic field surfaces inside the LCFS are closed, confining

the plasma ions. The edge region, just inside the LCFS,
contains significant levels of not fully ionized impurities and
perhaps also neutral particles. Impurity line radiation and
neutral particles transport some power from here to the wall.
The remaining power, 𝑃SOL, enters the region outside the
LCFS either by conduction or by convection [2]. This region
is known as the scrape of layer or “SOL” as here the power
is rapidly “scraped of ” by electron heat conduction along
open field lines, which are diverted to intersect with material
targets, in what is known as a “divertor”; see inset in Figure 1
[2].

Cross-field transport of power continues in the SOL,
either through conduction and/or through convection, and
the relative rates of the cross-field versus parallel transport
along magnetic field lines determine the power width of the
SOL, 𝜆𝑝. Since parallel transport is very rapid compared
to cross-field transport rates, the SOL is very thin in the
radial direction. The power e-folding width 𝜆𝑝 (the distance
required to decrease by a factor 1/e) typically ranges between
3 and 10mm at the outside midplane in present devices
and is expected to be 5 to 30mm wide in a device such as
ITER [6]. Typically, density and temperature SOL e-folding
widths are factors of two to five larger than power widths
[7]. The interaction of the edge plasma with the PFCs is
determined by plasma density, temperature, flows, power
fluxes, and neutral fluxes and is most intense in the vicinity
of the “strike point,” where the separatrix intersects with
the divertor target plate (see inset in Figure 1). The plasma
density and temperature determine the flux density and
energy of plasma ions striking plasma wetted surfaces.These,
in turn, determine the rate of physical sputtering, chemical
sputtering, ion implantation, and impurity generation. In
addition, the plasma conditions determine where eroded
material is redeposited, and to what degree codeposition of
tritium occurs. The power flow determines the level of active
structural cooling required. Neutral fluxes also cause erosion
and codeposition, even in areas that are not in direct contact
with the plasma [2]. The wall is a major source of neutral
atoms and molecules and hence of plasma ions. Outside
the divertor, in the region between the SOL plasma and the
vessel wall, the density of neutrals is relatively low, typically a
factor of 30–300 smaller than in the divertor. However, when
spatially integrated over the large chamber wall, the total flux
(in particles per second) can be quite significant, in absolute
number comparable to the number of recycling ions at the
divertor plates. Energetic hydrogen from the plasma can be
retained in the wall or return as neutrals to the plasma edge.
Since the quantity of hydrogen in the wall is typically much
greater than the quantity in a plasma, small relative changes
in recycling of hydrogen from the wall strongly affect fuelling
of individual discharges. Neutral particles coming from the
wall readily cross magnetic field lines, increasing in energy as
they repeatedly charge exchange into the boundary plasma
until they are ionized. They then diffuse back out across
field lines as ions carrying plasma power through convection.
Since the divertor is likely to be opaque to recycling neutrals,
this main chamber recycling goes on independently of the
divertor [7, 8]. In addition to this cross-field flow, there may
be additional parallel and poloidal flows in the SOL in the
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the regions of the plasma and the boundary walls [2].

main chamber induced by a variety of forces; observations
in JET [9, 10] and JT-60U16 [11] imply strong drift around
the SOL from the outer to the inner divertor, for a 𝐵𝑥∇𝐵

direction that is downwards in the vessel [2]. The average ion
leaves and reenters the plasma many times over the course
of a discharge; this process is called recycling, and average
recycling times are in the range of 1 to 10ms. Typically, the
flux of hydrogen isotopes from the wall is a larger global
particle source into the plasma than external fuelling by gas
puffing [12], pellet injection [13], or neutral beam injection
[14].

Wall released hydrogen (H, D, or T) can lead to an
uncontrolled density rise, and high plasma performance in
present machines is often only possible when the influx of
hydrogenic ions and impurities from the wall is controlled by
wall conditioning [2]. Hydrogen (protium) influx is undesir-
able as it dilutes the reactivity of deuterium-tritium plasma.
Wall conditioning has been used since the early phases
of fusion research to provide the necessary conditions for
plasma production and high plasma performance [2, 15–23].
High temperature bake and specialized discharges are used to
deplete hydrogen trapped in the wall and to either volatilize
and pump out contaminants from the wall or to bind them
chemically to the wall by gettering [2]. Many advances in
plasma performance in the last decade have been achieved
through improved wall conditioning, for example, boroniza-
tion in Alcator C-Mod17 [24, 25] and DIII-D18 [26, 27], JT-
60U [28], TEXTOR19 [29], START20 [30], and, most recently,
the best performance has occurred on MAST21 [31] and

NSTX22 [32]. Lithium conditioning in TFTR23 [33–35] pro-
duced a dramatic 64-time increase in the fusion triple prod-
uct (𝑛𝑒𝜏𝐸𝑇𝑖) [2] (Figure 2). Liquid lithium is being explored
as a potential plasma facing material in fusion reactors [36],
and its use may open very attractive, stable, high beta “zero
recycling” regimes [37]. Even when the plasma confinement
does not improve, the use of wall conditioning permits for
density and recycling control, greatly widening the opera-
tional space in JET [38], ASDEX-Upgrade24 [39], and during
long duration (>1min) plasma discharges on Tore Supra25
[40–42].

The description above is related to the plasma interaction
with walls; another important point for the safety issues
concerns is the plasma interaction with the divertor26. The
main function of the divertor system is to exhaust the major
part of the alpha particle power as well as He and impurities
from the plasma. It is the main interface component that,
under normal operation, is located between the plasma
and the material surfaces, it must tolerate high heat loads
while at the same time providing neutron shielding for
the vacuum vessel and magnet coils in the vicinity of the
divertor. Although good progress has been made in the
understanding of divertor plasma physics, there continue
to be some uncertainties, and hence the divertor remains
an experimental device, which it is anticipated will need
to be replaced and upgraded several times during the life
of ITER. To facilitate rapid replacement, remote main-
tainability of the divertor has been given a high priority
[43].
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The main components of the divertor system are (see
Figures 3 and 4):

(i) a divertor cassette body, that is reusable to minimize
activated waste and provides neutron shielding and
a mechanical support for different possible arrange-
ments of plasma interfaces;

(ii) inner and outer vertical targets, which are the plasma-
facing components (PFCs) which in their lower
part interact directly with the scrape-of layer (SOL)
plasma and in their upper part act as baffles for the
neutrals;

(iii) the private flux region (i.e., the space below the
separatrix which has no flux line connections to the
main plasma) PFC, which in turn consists of
(a) a dome, located below the separatrix X-point,

seeing mainly radiation and charge exchange
(CX) neutrals; the dome additionally baffles
neutral particles and protects the liner and the
neutral particle reflector plates from the SOL
plasma;

(b) inner and outer neutral particle reflector plates
that together with the lower ends of the vertical
targets form a “V” shape that confines particles
in the divertor channels to aid in reduction of
peak heat flux by encouraging partial plasma
detachment from the plate;

(c) a semitransparent liner that protects the cassette
body from direct line of sight of the plasma
while allowing He and other impurities to be
pumped away;

(iv) support pads integrated into the cassette to provide
locking and alignment of the divertor cassettes on the
rails;

(v) divertor to VV gas seals, to prevent backstreaming of
gas from the divertor into the main plasma chamber;

(vi) cooling pipe interfaces connecting the divertor cas-
settes to the radial cooling pipes at each divertor port;

(vii) special diagnostic cassettes providing access for diag-
nostics;

(viii) rails supporting the cassettes, part of the vacuum
vessel.

Three PFCs (inner and outer vertical targets and a private flux
region assembly) are mounted on each cassette body in the
hot cell by special semiautomatic tools [43].

We define the divertor zone to be the volume below
the X point, which also usually means below the divertor
baffle structure; see Figure 1. We assume that plasma ions
strike the divertor plate, are recycled back into the plasma
either as atoms or molecules, and are ionized/dissociated
primarily in the divertor, which is not directly penetrating the
confined plasma or the SOL outside the divertor. Neutrals are
either prevented from leaving the divertor by the opacity of
the divertor plasma itself (through ionization) or are simply
blocked by the mechanical baffle structure. Such a divertor
condition we call an “opaque divertor” [7]. In the “detached
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Figure 2: A 64-time increase in the fusion triple product ne𝜏ETi in
TFTR with wall conditioning [2].

regime,”27 the plasma temperature (density) in the divertor
is significantly lower (higher) than in the SOL outside of
the divertor, for example, at the outside midplane. Plasma
detached regimes are present at moderate or high levels of
collisionality in the SOL, which is sufficiently high in which
parallel field temperature gradients can be sustained between
the main SOL, where power enters by cross-field transport
from the confined plasma and the sink of power, in or near the
divertor. Detached conditions are usually found at moderate
to high levels of the ratio of plasma density/input power in
present machines [2, 7]. With typical plasma temperatures
of ≈100 eV at the midplane and of ≈3 eV in a detached
divertor, the corresponding ion energies will be about 500
and 15 eV, respectively.The difference in erosion rate between
these two energies can be enormous since 15 eV is below
the physical sputtering threshold for most materials [2]. We
see from Figure 1 that the SOL width varies around the
poloidal circumference, being the smallest at the outside
midplane and expanding near the divertor, particularly near
the X point. Typical expansion factors are ≈4 between the
divertor plate and the midplane, reflecting the decrease in
the poloidal field in the divertor compared with themidplane
location [2]. This expansion has a very beneficial effect in
that it effectively reduces the power flux on the divertor plates
while increasing the plasma volume available for volumetric
loss mechanisms such as impurity/hydrogenic radiation and
volume recombination [7, 44]. Radiative processes (e.g., due
to intrinsic or intentionally added impurities in the divertor
region) can produce further reduction in power flux. Most
present divertor machines have reduced the power flowing to
the divertor plate by factors of>5, using radiative processes [2,
7]. Thus, through flux expansion and radiative processes, the
divertor can deliver a factor >20 reduction in incident power
density over what would be experienced by a (hypothetical)
toroidal28 belt limiter5 normal to the SOL in the main
chamber [45].

The PFC materials are optimized for the plasma condi-
tions in the specific regions. For example, near the baffle
region of the divertor (Figure 10), there lies the interface
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Figure 5: PMI undesired products.

between the hot SOL plasma outside the divertor (>100 eV)
and the high neutral density in the divertor. This region is
expected to generate significant fluxes of energetic charge
exchange5 atoms,which bombard the neighboring structures.
These particles have energies >100 eV, and up to perhaps

several keV, and cause physical sputtering of PFCs in the baffle
region. For this reason, the present ITER design calls for a
high Zmaterial, tungsten, in this region, which has a low yield
for physical sputtering [46]. In the tokamaks (the ones “ITER
like”) the energy leaves the plasma in form of electromagnetic
radiation and kinetic energy of particles. Plasma surrounding
wall is irradiated by ions, charge-exchange neutrals, electrons,
photons (𝛾,X,UV), and neutrons. All of them modify mate-
rial properties, from the very surface to the bulk. Therefore,
blanketmaterialsmust be compatible with ultrahigh vacuum,
cryogenics (cry pumps), magnetohydro dynamics, neutron
irradiation, and handling of high heat loads [47]. As a
consequence, there are stringent requirements regarding the
properties of plasma facing components (PFCs)as follows:

(i) high thermal conductivity;
(ii) good thermomechanical properties and resilience to

thermal shocks;
(iii) nonmagnetic;
(iv) low activation by neutrons and resistance to radiation

damage;
(v) low accumulation of hydrogen isotopes accompanied

by low chemical affinity to hydrogen in order to avoid
chemical erosion leading to the formation of volatile
compounds;

(vi) high affinity to oxygen towards formation of stable
and nonvolatile oxides is also important for gettering
oxygen impurity species in a reactor [47].

Properties of no single element, compound, or alloy can
satisfy all points of that list. Only few candidate materials for
the plasma-facing wall are seriously considered, as

(i) stainless steel;
(ii) beryllium;
(iii) tungsten.
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Figure 7: STARDUST functional scheme for LOVAs.

Behavior of these elements under plasma conditions, that
is, particle bombardment and high heat flux deposition,
is very different [48]. Therefore, their distribution on the
reactor wall is not accidental. Beryllium (safety problems
are described in [49]) will be used for the main chamber
wall, port limiters, and baffle, whereas the divertor dome
and upper vertical target will be covered with tungsten

tiles. A detailed distribution of tungsten and carbon in the
divertor is shown in [47]. Tungsten is the preferred material
for the divertor, except for the area near the strike points.
Each of these three candidate materials has some inherent
advantages and disadvantages, and their application depends
on the specific operational requirements [2]. Because of
its low physical sputtering yield and high threshold energy
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Figure 8: Position and powers of electrical resistances.

Figure 9: From the left: barometer; Pirani; BOC Edwards ASG.

for physical sputtering, W is foreseen in regions where
the significant flux of hydrogen neutrals, predominantly of
low energy, can lead to large sputtering and unacceptably
short lifetimes for materials such as carbon and beryllium.
Choosing the proper material is important also to guarantee
the integrity of fuel. The fuel failure modes determining
fuel lifetime were reviewed and fuel integrity was analyzed
and compared with the failure criteria. The correlations of
the cladding characteristics were modeled starting by the
well-known characteristics of austenitic modified 316 SS
(PNC316), ferritic-martensitic steel (PNC-FMS) and oxide
dispersion strengthened steel (PNC-ODS) that have been
analyzed in [50]. Significant progress has been achieved
in the international research effort on reduced activation
ferritic/martensitic steels for fusion structural applications.
Because this class of steels is the leading structural material
for test blankets in ITER and future fusion power systems, the
range of ongoing research activities is extremely broad [51–
54].

One of themain challenges for fusion reactors is the com-
patibility between a reactor-grade plasma and the materials
facing the plasma (the first wall). Until 2011, JET used carbon
composite (CFC) tiles for the first wall. However, from JET’s
D-T experiments, it is obvious that carbon composites are
not suitable for the tritium operation due to high carbon
migration, leading to tritium deposition in walls. Therefore,
the ITER design comprises a beryllium-clad first wall in
the main chamber, while use of carbon tiles is limited to
the region where the edge plasma is deflected onto the wall
(divertor strike points) and tungsten tiles are to be used
elsewhere on the divertor. Tungsten is very resistant to high
temperatures (melting only at 3695 degrees Celsius) but it
is a heavy element (proton number 74) that can pollute
plasmas considerably; it is highly ionized in extreme plasma
temperatures, which causes immense energy losses due to

plasma radiation and dilutes the D-T fuel. Beryllium is a light
element with a proton number just 4. However, it melts at
just 1284 degree Celsius. The combination of beryllium and
tungsten has never been tested in a tokamak, let alone in
onewith ITER-relevant geometry and plasma parameters like
JET [55]. According to these considerations, the authors, in
the new experiments of dust resuspension with STARDUST
facility, will focus the attention mainly on tungsten and
stainless steel.

Dust is produced inside the vacuum vessel of a tokamak
by interaction of the plasma with the components of the
first wall and the divertor, as we have seen before. In the
past, this has received little attention within the fusion
community, mainly, because dust is both a safety and not an
operational problem in existing tokamaks [2]. However, the
ITER design has highlighted the fundamental need to deepen
the understanding of the production of dust in tokamaks
since this may directly affect the safe operation of a next step
device [2]. The safety issues associated with tokamak dust
[56–59] include radiological hazard (tritium and activation
products), toxicity, and chemical reactivity with steam and
air.

A variety of “undesired” products result from PMIs (e.g.,
films, flakes, debris, and dust) (Figure 5), and it is not
clear how many of these should be considered a “dust”
hazard. Small amounts of dust have been collected in various
tokamaks during scheduled vacuum vessel events [60, 61].

Flaking and breakup of films, resulting from redeposition
of eroded and vaporized materials, is expected to be the
primary source of dust in a device such as ITER. Arcing,
which tends to release micron size particulates, may also
play an important role, but investigations are needed to
better quantify the effects [2]. If redeposited carbon layers are
susceptible to arcing, released particulates will be saturated
with deuterium-tritium, presenting safety and operational
issues [2]. The radiological hazard and/or toxicity of the
dust depend on the specific dust material, how much it is
produced, and how well the dust is confined. Confinement
depends on the dust particle size (e.g., particles larger than
≈100 𝜇m will not be transported to the environment) [2].
In vacuum vessel breach events, dust (beryllium, tungsten,
or stainless steel) can also react chemically with steam and
air oxidizing and producing hydrogen. In particular, accident
scenarios that result in water or steam exposure of hot plasma
facing materials (e.g., during loss of coolant accidents) are
of concern for fusion reactor designs such as ITER which
include beryllium as the first wall material.

As we have seen before, a recognized safety issue for
future fusion reactors fueled with deuterium and tritium
is the generation of sizeable quantities of dust [62–64].
Several mechanisms resulting from material response to
plasma bombardment in normal and off-normal conditions
are responsible for generating dust of micron and submicron
length scales [64]. Neutron activation and tritium uptake in
the progenitor material and the particulate deposits them-
selves make the dust radioactive. In the past ITER the admin-
istrative limits for dust inside the VV have been established as
200 kg of carbon, 100 kg of beryllium, and 100 kg of tungsten,
on the base of the estimated dust radioactivity. Now the
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Figure 10: Valve A and Valve B on STARDUST facility.

safety limit for dust inside the ITER vacuum vessel (VV)
has been proposed to the safety authorities to be 1000 kg,
without any precision on the composition. However, there
is also a “hot dust” limit (defined as dust on surfaces with
T > 400∘C) of 6 kg each of C, Be, and W [65]. These limits
have been developed to avoid, also in the case of severe
accident, the evacuation of the population from the area
surrounding the plant [66]. The loss of coolant accidents
(LOCA), loss of coolant flow accidents (LOFA), and loss of
vacuum accidents (LOVA) [67] are types of accidents that
may jeopardize components and plasma vessel integrity and
cause dust mobilization risky for workers and public [68].
In the LOCA event the cooling tubes installed into plasma-
facing components are broken and the cooling water enters
into the vacuum vessel. Then the cooling water boils and
evaporates because of the high temperature of the in-vessel
components and the low pressure in the vacuum vessel.
Consequently, the pressure in the vacuum vessel increases
rapidly [69]. Then some safety devices such as VVPSS29
are supposed to operate. However, we could consider some
malfunction of the VVPSS [70]. Dust does not strongly
adhere to surfaces and is capable, in case of LOVA, of
being mobilized, thereby potentially challenging contain-
ment barriers in postulated accident scenarios [71]. Addi-
tionally the particulate may be chemically reactive and/or
toxic. Substantial uncertainties presently exist in estimates
of dust production rate, amount, distribution, and mixed
materials effects within fusion reactors, potentially imposing
burdensome regulatory restrictions on reactor operation.
Dust’s impact on fusion reactor safety is partly determined
by its spatial distribution and how the particles move around
during an accident. There are two primary safety concerns
centered on dust mobilization. Significant dust quantities

located at positions giving rise to efficient mobilization may
contribute greatly to the calculated site source term for a given
accident scenario. Secondly, mobilized dust greatly increases
the total surface area available for chemical reactions that
produce hydrogen during steam ingress accidents. Accidental
introduction of air into the vacuum vessel may also lead to
airborne dust concentrations capable of rapid oxidation or
dust explosion. Accumulation of dust in certain locations
that have potentially limited mobilization, such as grooves
between tiles of divertor target plates, could display enhanced
rates of chemical reactivity compared to bulk planarmaterial.
A map of the main risks due to dust mobilization is reported
in Figure 6. Possible safety consequences fromaccidental dust
mobilization prompted greater attention to dust in the safety
analyses of high energy density machines. In this field by the
priority has been given to the issue concerns the simulation of
dust transport caused by a continuum phase like water or air
ingress into the vacuum vessel (VV). In particular the specific
approach includes

(1) scaled experiments to investigate mobilization of
dust behavior during accidents; experiments should
appropriately simulate geometry, flow conditions,
temperature distributions, and structural compo-
nents that effect mobilization of dust with different
characteristics;

(2) investigating chemical reactivity of dust with various
characteristics and exposure configurations;

(3) providing numerical model for analysis of dust mobi-
lization; validation and benchmarking of the analysis
codes are provided by experiment systems.

Since 2006 we have made experimental campaigns to repro-
duce LOVA event using the facility STARDUST [72–81]
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Table 1: Flow rate setting.

Temperature Pressurization rate Flow rate

120–130∘C
100 Pa/s 10 lt/min
300 Pa/s 26.5 lt/min
500 Pa/s 52 lt/min

(Small Tank for Aerosol Removal and Dust) developed by
Quantum Electronics and Plasma Physics Group at Uni-
versity of Rome “Tor Vergata” in collaboration with ENEA
Laboratories of Frascati. By means of this experimental
facility the authors are able to analyse the influence on dust
resuspension, of different types of LOVAs during operative
conditions (wall temperature of 120–130∘C). By the mean of
STARDUST facility, the LOVAs have been reproduced with
different pressurization rates of

(1) 300 Pa/s which is the estimated consequence of a
0,02m2 wide breach during the first seconds of a
LOVA, as defined by General Safety and Security
Report (GSSR) [82];

(2) 100 Pa/s and 500 Pa/s (lower and higher than the
previous one).

The flow rates that have been set to obtain these flow rates are
listed in Table 1.

For the design and licensing of the nuclear fusion power
plant computational fluid dynamics (CFD), codes are consid-
ered an essential tool [83]. Accuracy is also required for the
CFD analysis of a LOVA in order to provide essential data to
the engineering and designers to design the safety features.
The present work deals with development and experimental
validation of CFD model which simulates the complex
thermofluid-dynamic field and gives some indication about
internal hazardous dust mobilization during a vessel filling at
near vacuum conditions for supporting first instant of LOVA
event safety analysis.The development of the CFDmodel and
experimental activities are carried out in strong correlation
in order both to understand the capabilities of computational
code and to predict correctly the characteristics of the flows
during a LOVA event. STARDUST facility is selected both
for the model development phase and for the validation case.
The extraction of numerical data has been done in the same
locations of experimental ones in order to make comparisons
and validate the numerical 3D model that will be in able
to reproduce different thermofluid-dynamic scenarios in
case of LOVAs. A summary of the principal numerical
and experimental results will be presented, analyzed, and
discussed in the paper.

2. Materials

The flow diagram for LOVAS reproduction inside STAR-
DUST facility is showed in Figure 7.

2.1. Hardware Components Used. The hardware has been
mounted and set in order to achieve both boundary con-
ditions comparable with those expected in ITER and to

reproduce different types of LOVA.The hardware used in the
experiments are as follows.

(i) External Wall Heaters. The walls can be heated until 300
degrees Celsius by the electric heaters wrapped around the
tank, according to the position showed in the Figure 8.

(ii) Vacuum Pump. A vacuum pump (Alcatel Pascal 2021 SD)
that allows obtaining values of vacuum until 35 Pa.

(iii) Line for Compressed Air. The compressed air is fed inside
the tank by an external compressor connected to STARDUST
through an external cylindrical tank (stainless steel “lung”).
The pressure output is almost constant and fixed at 2, 8 atm by
a Fiac air compressor valve; model F0008, a valve to capture
the water in the air is also present on the line.

(iv) Pressure Gauges. There are three pressure gauges placed
on the higher part of STARDUST (as showed in Figure 9):
(a) Leybold Heraeus barometer; (b) BOC EDWARDS ASG-
2000-NW16 pressure gauge; (c) Alcatel AP 1004 Pirani. The
barometer is useful to visualize immediately the internal
pressure values, but it is not electrically connected to PC and
monitored via software.The pressure gauge BOC EDWARDS
ASG-2000-NW16 is an instrument that allows measuring
pressure in a range from 1 to 2000mbar, with a precision
of ±0.2%, and it is used to measure the pressure inside the
chamber from 1 atm to 1000 Pa. The Alcatel AP 1004 Pirani
is a gauge with a range from 1000 to 5∗10−4mbar (100000 to
5∗10−2 Pa) and it is used to measure the pressure inside the
chamber for values lower that 1000 Pa.

(v) Electropneumatic Valve. The electropneumatic valve is a
valve placed on the higher part of STARDUST and it allows
for, when it is open, the air extraction by a vacuum pump.

(vi) Flow Meter. The instrument used is a MKS mass-flow
meter and controller 1559A type. This instrument is able
to regulate a flow gas inlet and give in output the correct
value of the flow gas through itself. This is a massive flow, so
corrections due to temperature and pressure variation are not
important. It allows fluxing compressed air in the range of 0–
100 slm30. The flow meter allows for the pressurized air inlet
through 2 valves. Valve A simulates a LOVA at equatorial port
level of ITER; Valve B simulates a LOVA at divertor port level
of ITER (Figure 10).

(vii) Feed Valve.The feed valve is an external valve that allows
compressed air to flow through the flow meter.

(viii) Thermocouples J Type. In STARDUST J type thermo-
couples (iron/constantan) are used. They work from −210∘C
to +750∘C. Inside STARDUST 4 thermocouples are placed
in three different points of the wall, inside steel pockets
(thermocouples 1, 2, and 4), and one (thermocouple 3) is free
inside the tank to monitor the environmental temperature
during the LOVA experiment (Figure 11).

(ix) Pressure Transducers. To map the velocity flow values in
the tank two XCE-093-2D [84] Kulite pressure transducers
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Figure 11: Thermocouples inside STARDUST.

have been placed inside a ring support system. Some pressure
detectors can work at temperature ranging from −55 to 273∘C
(the thermal operational range of these pressure transducers
is higher than the one used in the previous experimental
campaigns [75–79]). The array allows for the measurements
simulating operative condition of the tokamak and then
in hot walls conditions. We can evaluate velocity using an
empirical equation (1) [85] shown below:

V = √
2𝛾𝑅𝑇

𝑀(𝛾 − 1)
[(

𝑃Δ + 𝑃𝑠

𝑃𝑠

)

(𝛾−1)/𝛾

− 1] , (1)

where

(i) 𝛾: (𝑐𝑝/𝑐V) (∼1.4 for air);
(ii) 𝑅: universal gas constant [8,314 J/(mol∗K)];

(iii) 𝑇: mean temperature of thermocouples (K);
(iv) M: air molecular mass (28,968 g/mol);
(v) 𝑃𝑠: static pressure measured by the pressure gauges

(Pa);
(vi) 𝑃Δ: differential pressure (𝑃Δ = 𝑃𝑇−𝑃𝑠)measured with

pressure transducers (Pa);
(vii) 𝑃𝑇: total pressure (Pa).

(x) Acquisition and Control System Hardware. Currently, the
acquisition and control of STARDUST are controlled by a
homemade Labview software routine. The main components
are COMPAQ DAQ system (National Instruments) that
allows for the acquisition of 8 input outputs cards . In our case
there are two input and two output cards.The input cards are
NI 9219 card constituted by 4 universal analogical channels
as input, at 24 bit; NI 9211 card, 4 thermocouples input
channels. The output cards are NI 9485 card, 8 digital output
channels, with SSR31; NI 9264 card, 16 voltage analogical
output, channels at ±10V. It allowsmanaging all the hardware
described above and of acquire all their data with amaximum
frequency of 100Hz.

2.2. Software Components Used. The software programs used
in this activity are

(i) Labview, to manage the experiment control and
acquire the data from the devices;

(ii) Matlab, to elaborate the experimental data and com-
pare them with the numerical ones;

(iii) ANSYS-CFX, to implement 2D numerical simula-
tions.

Labview. The acquisition system has been developed in Lab-
view; it is a dedicated software developed to execute exper-
iments with STARDUST and acquire data with a controlled
frequency with maximum values of 100Hz. (Figure 12).

Matlab. The homemade codes are used for experimental data
elaboration and for the benchmark between numerical and
experimental data obtained.

ANSYS-CFX. The commercial CFD code ANSYS-CFX [86]
has been chosen as the solver because it has the capability
to treat the main physical phenomena occurring during
a LOVA and it has been developing simulation solutions
that are well suited to address engineering and regulatory
concerns and standards in the global nuclear industry. The
ANSYS CFX solver uses finite elements (cell vertex numeric)
to discretize the domain. It focuses on the implicit pressure
based coupled algebraic multigrid approach to solve the
governing equations; this technique solves the fluid-dynamic
equations (for u, v, w, p) as a single system.

3. Methods

3.1. Experimental Protocol Implemented. The LOVA exper-
imental protocol developed by the mean of STARDUST
facility is showed in Figure 13.

These experiments are useful for the evaluation of the
capabilities of the code for modeling local gas velocity field
at low pressure condition. During the present experimental
campaign, focused onboth the development and validation of
the CFDmodel of LOVA, valve A is exclusively used in order
to provide preliminary results of velocity fields for symmet-
ric configuration. During the experiments the thermofluid-
dynamic condition of a LOVA inside STARDUST is moni-
tored by the use of the hardware and software described above
in order to have experimental data of the internal pressure,
temperature, flow rate, and velocity behaviorwith a frequency
of 100Hz. These data are important to give the proper
boundary conditions for the numerical simulations and to
implement benchmark with the numerical data in order to
validate a numerical model from a thermofluid-dynamic
point of view. It is important to underline that the LOVAs
reproduced are those described in Table 1. The pressure
transducers placed inside STARDUST tomeasure the velocity
flow fields are called PT 455 and PT 461 (Figure 14), and they
have been placed inside a ring support system (Figure 15).

The support has been positioned at several distances from
the valves air inlet positions:

(i) 4 cm;
(ii) 23 cm;
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Figure 12: Labview software for STARDUST control.
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Table 2: Pressure transducers positions.

Probes coordinates
Name Plane 𝑋 [m] 𝑌 [m] 𝑍 [m]
A

Equatorial

0.01 0.25 0
B 0.23 0.25 0
C 0.45 0.25 0
D 0.69 0.25 0
E 0.69 0.25 −0.25
F 0.455 0.25 −0.25
G 0.23 0.25 −0.25
H

Symmetry

0.01 0.49 0
I 0.23 0.49 0
L 0.455 0.49 0
M 0.69 0.49 0
N 0.69 0.01 0
O 0.45 0.01 0
P 0.23 0.01 0
Q 0.01 0.01 0

Directions
Name Plane Point
Line 1

Equatorial
B–G

Line 2 C–F
Line 3 D–E
Line 4

Symmetry

H–Q
Line 5 I–P
Line 6 L–O
Line 7 M-N

Figure 14: Pressure transducer.

(iii) 45,5 cm;
(iv) 68, 5 cm.

The pressure transducers are placed inside the tank, on
this support, at the following quotes considering (Table 2,
Figure 16).

The pressure transducer 455 has been placed on points A,
B, C, and D with the sensitive element on Valve A (facing the
flow field air flux) as in Figure 17 that represents the direction
of transducers on line I-P positions B (PT455) andP (PT461).

The pressure transducer 461 has been placed on the other
points (by rotating the support) with the sensitive element on
the lid (in front of the flow field air reflux). For each position,
the experiments have been repeated for each configuration

Figure 15: Ring pressure transducers support system.

reported in Table 2 at operative conditions (𝑇walls: 120–130
∘C)

and with both the initial pressure conditions considered
(100 Pa and 1000 Pa). All the parameters are acquired and they
stored when the internal pressure equals the external ones. At
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Figure 17: Pressure transducers orientations.

these time instants the acquisition is stopped and the results
are automatically stored.

3.2. Numerical Simulation. The numerical simulations have
been carried to reproduce the flow field of the same experi-
mental campaign scenarios used during the laboratory tests;
the comparison between numerical data and experimental
one is used for CFD code validation. The aim of these
simulations was to guarantee the accuracy required for the
analysis of a LOVA in order to provide a sufficient margin in
the design of safety features. They have used those features
to add useful information undetectable with the experiments
(like the radial velocity into the tank or the streamlines of the
flow). In the nearly future they might be used to address the
phenomenological questions of the LOVA that will result as
part of the licensing of future nuclear fusion reactor without
the need to make conservative assumptions in analysis or to

apply potentially nonconservative assumptions that lead to
accident termination.

3.2.1. Analytic Unsteady Solution of Pressurization Process.
The first order of an analytic study is carried out. It is aimed
at understanding the fundamental phenomena occurring
during a LOVA event, in particular the pressurization of the
vessel.The flow field and, consequently, the dust mobilization
are considered effects of this phenomenon. An analytic
solution of pressure history of adiabatic and isothermal
pressurization of a confined volume has been adopted [87]
in order to allow for a preliminary comparison between the
developed CFD model and a simplified analytical model
known in the scientific literature [87].

The boundary condition has been identified as STAR-
DUST itself and the following assumptions have been
adopted to simplify the system.

(i) During transient pressurization, it is assumed that
thermodynamic equilibrium exists inside the vessel
and with respect to the surroundings.

(ii) The gas (air) is ideal with constant specific heat. The
equation of state for an ideal gas (2) is used to calculate
the pressure in the chamber:

𝑃𝑡+Δ𝑡 =
𝑚𝑡+Δ𝑡𝑅𝑇𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑉
. (2)

(iii) The air in the vessel is at rest.

(iv) Spatially uniform thermodynamic properties.

(v) Flow through the inlet is 1D and isentropic.

(vi) The cross-sectional diameter of the inlet is constant.

An implicit successive substitution method is used to solve
the governing equations.

(1) Initially (𝑡 = 0) internal 𝑃, 𝑇, and 𝑚 (the mass of air
into the chamber) are set according to the experimen-
tal data provided by STARDUST experiment.

(2) Begin a new time step (𝑡 = 𝑡+Δ𝑡) and update variables
in the current time step; temperature at the current
time step is calculated from the internal energy as
follows:

𝑇𝑡+Δ𝑡 =
𝑢𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑐V
. (3)

(3) Begin the iteration loop for the current time step
and make a guess of the variable values. Usually, in
unsteady computation, the values prevailing at the
previous time step are the best guess.

(4) Calculate resident mass,𝑚𝑡+Δ𝑡, from themass conser-
vation equation

𝑚𝑡+Δ𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡 + 𝑚𝑡+Δ𝑡Δ𝑡, (4)
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Table 3: Generalized representation of transport equations.

Equation Φ Γeff 𝑆Φ

Conservation of mass for the mixture 1 0 0
Equation of mass transfer for species 𝑘 𝜔𝑘 𝜌𝑚𝐷eff 𝑅𝑘

Momentum equations 𝑢𝑖, 𝑖 = (1, 2, 3) 𝑢𝑖 𝜇eff −𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑥𝑖 + 𝜌𝑚𝐵𝑖 + 𝑆𝑢𝑖

Energy equation (enthalpy form) ℎ 𝜆eff/𝑐𝑝𝑚 𝑄


Energy equation (temperature form) 𝑇 𝜆eff/𝑐𝑝𝑚 𝑄

/𝑐𝑝𝑚

where the mass flow rate can be expressed by the
relationship between the stagnation pressure of the
supply line and the static pressure in the vessel:

𝑚 = √
2𝛾

(𝛾 − 1)
𝑃𝑆𝜌𝑆(

𝑝

𝑃𝑆

)

2/𝛾

(1 −
𝑝

𝑃𝑆

)

(𝛾−1)/𝛾

. (5)

(5) Calculate internal energy from the energy conserva-
tion equation

(𝑚 ⋅ 𝑢)𝑡+Δ𝑡 = (𝑚 ⋅ 𝑢)𝑡 + 𝑚𝑡+Δ𝑡ℎ𝑠Δ𝑡. (6)

(6) Calculate the pressure in the chamber from the
equation of state.

(7) Calculate the fractional difference in pressure
between successive iterations.

(8) If the fractional difference is larger than a prespecified
small number known as the convergence criterion
(convergence criterion for the present problem is set
to 10–6), the iteration loop is repeated (steps 3 to 7)
until the solution is converged.

The adiabatic case, as expected, presents the highest slope,
while the slope is lower for the isothermal condition. The
variation of initial internal pressure does not seem to influ-
ence significantly the pressurization process. The internal
temperature seems to increase the slope of the pressurization
curve.

3.2.2. Governing Equations of Mathematical Model. The gov-
erning equations are applied to an infinitesimally small
control volume located in a moving fluid [87]. The set of
governing equations can be cast as a single equation called
the transport equation (7), Table 3 (or, for a Newtonian fluid,
Navier-Stokes equations (NSEs)), for the property (or generic
field) Φ:

𝜕 (𝜌𝑚Φ)

𝜕𝑡⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Rate of change
in the amount

of extensive property
in the control volume

+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑚𝑢𝑗Φ)

𝜕𝑥𝑗⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Convection term

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[Γeff
𝜕Φ

𝜕𝑥𝑗

]

⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Diffusion term

+ 𝑆Φ⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Net source term
.

(7)

In these equations 𝜔𝑘 is the species mass fraction for a given
species 𝑘, 𝑐𝑝𝑚 is constant-pressure specific heat, ℎ is the
enthalpy, 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝑢𝑖 is the
velocity, and 𝑄 is internal heat generation rates. The suffix
𝑚 refers to the fluid mixture [88]; for a single component
fluid, the suffix may be dropped and the equation of mass
transfer becomes irrelevant. Similarly, the suffix eff indicates
effective values of mass diffusivity𝐷, viscosity 𝜇, and thermal
conductivity 𝜆; in turbulent flows, however, the transport
properties assume values which are higher compared to the
fluid’s ones, as the effective transport properties turn out to
be properties of the flow rather than of the fluid [88].

The rate of change (or time derivative) term is to be
invoked only when a transient phenomenon is under consid-
eration.

The term 𝜌𝑚Φ denotes the amount of extensive property
available in a unit volume.

The convection second term takes into account the
transport of Φ due to bulk motion; this first-order derivative
term is relatively uncomplicated but assumes considerable
significance when stable and convergent numerical solutions
are to be economically obtained [88]. The net source term
implies an algebraic sum of sources and sinks ofΦ; therefore,
in a chemically reacting flow (combustion), a given specie 𝑘
may be generated via some chemical reactions and destroyed
(or consumed) via some others and 𝑅𝑘 will comprise both
positive and negative contributions. In addition, some chem-
ical reactions may be exothermic and endothermic, making
positive and negative contributions to Q [88]. Similarly,
the term 𝐵𝑖 in the momentum equations may represent
a buoyancy force, a centrifugal and/or Coriolis force, an
electromagnetic force, and so forth. Sometimes, 𝐵𝑖 may also
represent resistance forces. The terms 𝑆𝑢𝑖 represent viscous
terms arising from Stokes’s stress laws. The transport equa-
tions described above must be extended with constitutive
equations of state for density and for enthalpy; in this case,
the standard Redlich-Kwong real gas model is used because
it is considered as one of the most accurate models. Equation
(8) of state is written as

𝑝 =
𝑅𝑇

] − (0.08664𝑅𝑇𝑐/𝑝𝑐)
−

(0.42747𝑅
2
𝑇
2

𝑐
/𝑝𝑐) (𝑇/𝑇𝑐)

−0.5

] (] + (0.08664𝑅𝑇𝑐/𝑝𝑐))
,

(8)

where ] is the specific volume and 𝑝𝑐 and 𝑇𝑐 are critical
pressure and temperature. Therefore, enthalpy (9), entropy
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(10), and the specific heat capacities at constant volume (11)
and at constant pressure (12) can be calculated as

ℎ (𝑇, V) = ∫

∞

]ref
(𝑇(

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑇
)

𝑉

− 𝑝)𝑑]𝑇ref + ∫

𝑇

𝑇ref

𝑐𝑉0𝑑𝑇 − ∫

∞

V
(𝑇(

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑇
)

𝑉

− 𝑝)𝑑]𝑇 + 𝑒 (𝑇ref, Vref)
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

+𝑝V

𝑒(𝑝,𝑇)

(9)

𝑠 (𝑇, V) = ∫

∞

]ref
(
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑇
)

𝑉

𝑑]𝑇ref + ∫

𝑇

𝑇ref

𝑐𝑝0

𝑇
𝑑𝑇 − 𝑅 ln(

𝑝

𝑝ref
)

− ∫

∞

V
(
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑇
)

𝑉

𝑑]𝑇 + 𝑠 (𝑇ref, Vref) ,

(10)

𝑐V = (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑇
)

V
=

𝜕∫
𝑇

𝑇ref
(𝑐𝑝0 (𝑇) − 𝑅) 𝑑𝑇

𝜕𝑇

−

2 (0.42747𝑅
2
𝑇
2

𝑐
/𝑝𝑐) (𝑇/𝑇𝑐)

−0.5

(0.08664𝑅𝑇𝑐/𝑝𝑐) 𝑇

× log(1 +
(0.08664𝑅𝑇𝑐/𝑝𝑐)

V
) ,

(11)

𝑐𝑝 = 𝑐V + V𝑇((−
(𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑇)V

V (𝜕𝑝/𝜕V)
𝑇

)

2

× (−
1

V (𝜕𝑝/𝜕V)
𝑇

)

−1

) , (12)

where 𝑐𝑉0 and 𝑐𝑝0 are the zero pressure ideal gas specific
heat capacities. The greatest impediment to obtain physically
accurate solutions is offered by the diffusion and the net
source (𝑆Φ) terms of the transport equation because both of
them require empirical information. In laminar flows, the
diffusion term represented by the second-order derivative
offers no difficulty because Γ is a fluid property and can be
accurately determined (via experiments) isolating the flow
under consideration. In turbulent (or transitional) flows,
determination of Γeff requires considerable empirical support.
This is named as turbulence modeling (see next paragraph).

3.2.3. Turbulence Modelling. A main key for the flow fields’
simulations is turbulence; it consists of fluctuations in the
flow field in time and space [89]. It is a complex process,
mainly because it is three-dimensional, unsteady, and mul-
tiscale. It can have a significant effect on the characteristics
of the flow, and it occurs when the inertia forces in the
fluid become significant compared to viscous forces (high
Reynolds number). Two main approaches have been used to
deal with this problem.

(i) Time-averaged simulations, where no eddy structures
(vortices) are resolved; they employ a time averaged
simulation with respect to the turbulence, and only
mean statistics are predicted. The most common
example is the Reynolds-averaged technique, where
all flow variables are individually time averaged
and the resulting equations are generally called the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.

(ii) Eddy-resolved simulations, where some or all of the
eddy structures are resolved. This category includes
large-Eddy simulations (LES) where the turbulence is
only resolved up to some threshold wave numbers,
beyond which a subgrid scale is employed; they are
more accurate than the time-averaged techniques in
terms of turbulent diffusion and other statistical flow
features [90]. However, eddy-resolved formulations
require a harsh price in terms of higher computational
resources, both CPU memory and time.

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equations. Because
turbulence consists of random fluctuation of various flow
properties we use a statistical approach to this problem.
The nonlinearity of Navier-Stokes equations leads to the
appearance of momentum fluxes that act as apparent stresses
throughout the flow; these momentum fluxes are unknown.
We then derive equations for these stresses and the result-
ing equation includes additional unknown quantities. This
problem is named “closure problem,” that is establishing
a sufficient number of equations for all of the unknowns
variables. Turbulence models try to solve a modified set of
transport equations by introducing averaged and fluctuating
components of velocity:

𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢


𝑖
=

1

Δ𝑡
∫

𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑡

𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢


𝑖
, (13)

where 𝑢, 𝑢, and 𝑢
 are used to represent the instantaneous,

average, and fluctuating terms, respectively. Δ𝑡 is a time scale
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that is relatively large compared to the turbulent fluctuations
but relatively small compared to the time scale to which
the equations are solved. For simplicity, density fluctuations
are considered negligible. Different from the Navier-Stokes
equations, the momentum and scalar transport equations
contain turbulent flux terms in addition to the molecular
diffusive fluxes; these are the Reynolds stresses, 𝜌𝑢

𝚤
𝑢
𝚥
, that

arise from the nonlinear convective term in the unaveraged
equations and highlight the fact that convective transport due
to turbulent velocity fluctuations enhances mixing over and
above caused by thermal fluctuations at the molecular level.
At high Reynolds numbers, turbulent fluxes are much larger
than the molecular fluxes, as turbulent velocity fluctuations
used to be larger than the mean free path of thermal
fluctuations. The Reynolds averaged energy equation is

𝜕𝜌

Total entalpy, ℎtot
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(ℎ + (1/2) 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑖+

Turbulent
kinetic
energy

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(1/2) 𝑢

𝚤

2

)

𝜕𝑡
−
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑢𝑗ℎtot)

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜆
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑗

− 𝜌ℎ𝑢
𝚥
)

+

Viscous work term
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[𝑢𝑖 (𝜏𝑖𝑗 − 𝜌ℎ𝑢
𝚤
𝑢


𝚥
)] +𝑄


.

(14)

This equation contains an additional turbulence flux term
𝜌ℎ𝑢

𝚥
compared with the instantaneous equation. Similarly,

the Φ may be divided into an average component, Φ, and a
time varying component, 𝜑, as

𝜕 (𝜌Φ)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑗Φ)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[Γ
𝜕Φ

𝜕𝑥𝑗

− 𝜌ℎ𝜑] + 𝑆Φ,
(15)

where 𝜌ℎ𝜑 is the Reynolds flux. Turbulence models close
the Reynolds averaged equations by providing models for the
computation of the Reynolds stresses and Reynolds fluxes,
based on the eddy viscosity hypothesis or the eddy diffusivity
hypothesis, depending on the factor in which the stresses and
fluxes are considered linearly dependent of (see [88]). Subject
to these hypotheses, the Reynolds averaged energy equation
becomes

𝜕𝜌

Total entalpy, ℎtot
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(ℎ + (1/2) 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑖+

Turbulent
kinetic
energy

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(1/2) 𝑢

𝚤

2

)

𝜕𝑡
−
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑢𝑗ℎtot)

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜆
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑗

−
𝜇𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑡

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥𝑗

)

+

Viscous work term
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[𝑢𝑖 (𝜏𝑖𝑗 − 𝜌𝑢
𝚤
𝑢
𝚥
)] +𝑄


.

(16)

Similarly, the Reynolds averaged transport equation for
additional variables (nonreacting scalars) becomes

𝜕 (𝜌Φ)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑗Φ)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(ΓΦ +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎Φ

)
𝜕Φ

𝜕𝑥𝑗

] + 𝑆Φ.
(17)

Two-Equation Turbulence Models. As a good compromise
between numerical effort and computational accuracy, two-
equation turbulence models, where both the velocity and
length scale are solved using separate transport equations,
are widely used, like the RNG 𝑘-𝜀 model, a derivation
of the 𝑘-𝜀 model; in the 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model, in fact,
𝑘(𝐿

2
, 𝑇

−2
) is the turbulence kinetic energy and is defined as

the variance of the velocity’s fluctuations and 𝜀(𝐿2, 𝑇−2) is the
turbulence eddy dissipation (the rate at which the velocity’s
fluctuations dissipate) [71, 91–93]. The 𝑘-𝜀 model assumes
that the turbulence viscosity is linked to the turbulence
kinetic energy and dissipation via the relation:

𝜇𝑡 = 𝐶𝜇𝜌
𝑘
2

𝜀
, (18)

where 𝐶𝜇 is an empirical constant. The values of 𝑘 and 𝜀

come directly from the differential transport equations for the
turbulence kinetic energy (19) and turbulence dissipation rate
(for full directional buoyancy model):

𝜕 (𝜌𝑘)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑗𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑘

)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗

]

+

Turbulence
production

due to viscous
forces,𝑃𝑘

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

𝜇𝑡 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖

)
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

−
2

3

𝜕𝑢𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑘

(𝜌𝑘 + 3𝜇𝑡

𝜕𝑢𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑘

)

−

Buoyancy
producion
term, 𝑃𝑘𝑏

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
𝜇𝑡

𝜌𝜎𝜌

𝑔𝑖

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

−𝜌𝜀,

(19)

𝜕 (𝜌𝜀)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑗𝜀)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜀

)
𝜕𝜀

𝜕𝑥𝑗

]

+
𝜀

𝑘
(𝐶𝜀1𝑃𝑘 − 𝐶𝜀2𝜌𝜀 + 𝐶𝜀1 ⋅max (0; 𝑃𝑘𝑏) sin (𝜙)) .

(20)
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The RNG-based 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model is derived from the
instantaneousNavier-Stokes equations, using amathematical
technique called “renormalization group” (RNG)method; the
transport equations for turbulence generation anddissipation

are the same as those for the standard 𝑘-𝜀 model, but the
model constants differ, and the constant 𝐶𝜀1 is replaced by
the function 𝐶𝜀1RNG. The transport equation for turbulence
dissipation becomes

𝜕 (𝜌𝜀)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑗𝜀)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜀

)
𝜕𝜀

𝜕𝑥𝑗

]

+
𝜀

𝑘

[
[
[
[
[
[

[

𝐶𝜀1RNG
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(1.42 −

√𝑃𝑘/𝜌𝐶𝜇RNG𝜀 (1 − (1/4.38)√𝑃𝑘/𝜌𝐶𝜇RNG𝜀)

1 + 𝛽RNG(𝑃𝑘/𝜌𝐶𝜇RNG𝜀)
3/2

)

×𝑃𝑘 − 𝐶𝜀2RNG𝜌𝜀 + 𝐶𝜀1RNG ⋅max (0, 𝑃𝑘𝑏) ⋅ sin (𝜙)
]
]
]
]
]
]

]

.

(21)

For all those turbulence models, compressibility corrections
must be taken into account.

3.2.4.The LESModel. TheLES approach ismore general than
the RANS approach and avoids the RANS dependence on
boundary conditions for the large-scale eddies. The concept
behind large-Eddy simulations is that only the large, energy-
carrying scales of motion are computed exactly and the effect
of the subgrid scales, which tend to be more isotropic and
easier to parameterize than the large ones, is modeled.This is
possible because energy transfer betweenmotions at different
scales occurs through vortex-stretching processes, so that
the energy transfer is predominantly from larger to smaller
scales since the motions at the largest scales derive their
energy from the forces driving the flow field, whereas the
relatively strong viscous forces at the smallest scales disperse
the small scale motions in the energy of molecular motions
[71].The governing equations for LES are obtained by filtering
the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations in the physical
space. The filtering process effectively filters out the eddies
whose scales are smaller than the filter width or grid spacing
used in the computations, so that the resulting equations
govern the dynamics of the large eddies [88]. The filtering
process can be resumed in the following equation:

Φ (𝑥) =
1

Δ
∫
𝑉

𝐺(
𝑥 − 𝑥



Δ
)Φ(𝑥


) 𝑑𝑥


, (22)

where the filter function 𝐺 has to satisfy the following
properties:

(1) 𝐺(−𝑥) = 𝐺(𝑥);

(2) ∫∞
−∞

𝐺(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1;

(3) 𝐺(𝑥) → 0 as |𝑥| → ∞ sufficiently fast so that all
moments ∫∞

−∞
𝐺(𝑥)𝑥

𝑛
𝑑𝑥 = 1 (𝑛 ≥ 0) exist;

(4) 𝐺(𝑥) is localized in (−1/2, 1/2).

Since the flow field of interest is compressible, a density-
weighted filtering (Favre filtering) is adopted to avoid subgrid
scale terms in conservation of mass.

With a littlemodification to the definition, a Favre filtered
variable can defined as

Φ̃ (𝑥) =
1

𝜌Δ
∫
𝑉

𝐺(
𝑥 − 𝑥



Δ
)𝜌Φ(𝑥


) 𝑑𝑥


, (23)

uk = 𝑈𝑘 + 𝑢
𝑘
=
𝜌uk
𝜌

+ 𝑢𝑘 (Velocity) ,

sij = 𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢
𝑖𝑗
=

𝜌s
𝚤𝚥

𝜌
+ 𝑢𝑘 (Shear Strain) ,

𝜎ij = Σ𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢
𝑖𝑗
=

𝜌𝜎
𝚤𝚥

𝜌
+ 𝑢𝑘 (Shear Stress) ,

𝜌 = 𝜌 +  = 𝜌 +  (Density) ,
p = 𝑃 + 𝑝 = p + 𝑝 (Pressure) ,

T = 𝑇 + 𝜏 =
𝜌T
𝜌

+ 𝜏 (Temperature) ,
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e = 𝐸 + 𝑒 =
𝜌e
𝜌

+ 𝑒 (Internal Energy) ,

h = 𝐻 + ℎ =
𝜌h
𝜌

+ ℎ (Enthalpy) ,

(24)

where the instantaneous values of variables are denoted in
bold, the filtered values in capital letters, and the subgrid
components in small letters [71].

The Favre-filtered NSEs can be written as

𝜕 (𝜌)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕 (𝜌𝑈𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑘

= 0,

𝜕 (𝜌𝑈𝑖)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕 (𝜌𝑈𝑖𝑈𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= −
𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+

𝜕

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(

Favre-filteres shear
stress,Σ𝑖𝑗

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

𝜇

[
[
[
[
[
[

[

2⋅

Favre-filteres shear
strain,
𝑆𝑖𝑗

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(1/2) ((𝜕𝑈𝑖/𝜕𝑥𝑗) + (𝜕𝑈𝑗/𝜕𝑥𝑖)) − (2/3) 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑘𝑘

]
]
]
]
]
]

]

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

+

𝜕

Subgrid-scale stress
tensor𝜏𝑖𝑗

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

(−𝜌 ((𝑢𝚤𝑢𝚥) − 𝑈𝑖𝑈𝑗))

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(25)

while the Favre-filtered energy equation (26) can be
expressed as

𝜕 (𝜌𝐸)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕 (𝜌𝑈𝑘𝐸)

𝜕𝑥𝑘

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑘

[
𝜆

𝐶V

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥𝑘

] − 𝑃
𝜕𝑈𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑘

+ Σ𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗 −

𝜕

SGS Heat Flux
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

((𝜌𝑈𝑘𝐸) − 𝜌𝑈𝑘𝐸)

𝜕𝑥𝑘

−

SGS Pressure Dilatation
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

[(𝑝
𝜕𝑢𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑘

− 𝑃
𝜕𝑈𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑘

)]

+

SGS Viscous Dissipation
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

((𝜎𝚤𝚥𝑠𝚤𝚥) − Σ𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗) .

(26)

The subgrid-scale stress tensor needs to be modeled. It can
be decomposed further, with respect to the filter dimensions,
into contributions fromvarious levels of interactions between
the scales of motion (see [71, 88]), in the table that follows
(Table 4) the main differences between RANS and LES.

3.2.5. Simulation Main Parameters
Three-Dimensional Domain Discretization. Some flow fields’
simulation issues, often those very remarkable in order to
analyze and understand the real flow behavior and therefore
to guarantee the pursued safety standards, need a much finer
resolution of the simulations tools to be taken into account
and identified. This is a consequence of the fact that these

are too advanced to be detected at a rough level of the
simulations; these issues are often related to situations where
the 3D aspects of the flow and the geometrical effects have
a significant influence, like the turbulence; that is why, a
3D axial-symmetric domain was considered in performing
the CFD simulations. The spatial discretization consists of
hexahedral elements for both the vessel domain and the
horizontal inlet pipe. The 3D axial-symmetric domain was
discretized (Table 5) using three structured grids: coarse
(22.644 cells), fine (249.084 cells), and extra fine (2.264.402
cells). Grids are generated with an automatic procedure pro-
grammed in Gambit preprocessor. Considering the LES, the
computational grid must be chosen such that the separation
between the resolved and the subgrid scales occurs in the
inertial subrange of the energy spectrum (where the statistics
of motion are unaffected by the gross details of the flow
field, unlike the large-scale motions and by the coefficient of
viscosity, unlike the small-scale motions, but depend only on
the average viscous dissipation of energy that determines the
energy transfer across these scales). Accordingly, the fine grid
size has been chosen to be one order ofmagnitude larger than
that of the smallest scales.

Boundary Conditions. The first condition that has been
considered is that a symmetry plane into two specular halves,
only one of which has been analyzed, while the flow has been
mirrored on the other side, as it has been done during the
experimental campaign, has divided the tank. The normal
velocity component at the symmetry plane boundary is set
to zero 𝑢𝑛 = 0 and the scalar variable gradients normal
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Table 4: Comparison between RANS and LES.

RANS LES
The velocity field equations’ quantities are averaged
with respect to time.

The equation of velocity field quantities is averaged with
respect to space.

The eddy structures are not solved, and therefore the
model has to be calibrated with respect to the type of
turbulent current under consideration, wherefrom their
behaviour depends.

The eddy structures within the inertial range of the
turbulent spectrum are solved by using a sufficiently
fine grid, while the subgrid scales of motion are
parameterized and modeled, as they can be considered
isotropic.

The motion can also be solved in two dimensions, if it is
averagely static.

The motion can only be solved in three dimensions,
because of the constant presence of the time derivatives
due to the unstatic behaviour of the solved eddy
structures.

The equations’ number is cut within a predetermined
order, and the unknown variables belonging to a higher
order are modeled with approximate relations.

The equations’ number is cut with respect to the
position within the inertial range, so the difference
between what is computed and what is modeled is
energetic rather than geometric.

The closure problem is introduced by the Reynolds’s
stresses’ tensor and is generally solved by using the
turbulent cinematic viscosity, which often causes
blunders.

The closure problem is introduced by the subgrid
stresses’ tensor and is solved by subgrid models, which
have no significant influence on the solution’s precision.

High efficiency, especially for the k-e based closure. Extra efficiency and computational precision.
Low computational effort and CPU memory required. High computational effort and CPU memory required.

Table 5: Grid dimension.

Grid Number of cells
Coarse 22.644
Fine 249.084
Extra fine 2.264.402

to the boundary are also set to zero 𝑑𝜙/𝑑𝑛 = 0. At the
inlet surface pressure and temperature are imposed.The total
pressure (𝑃 = 101326Pa) is specified as an inlet boundary
condition and the ANSYS-CFX solver computes the static
pressure needed to properly close the boundary condition.
The temperature is set to the environmental value (𝑇 =

296K). No-slip boundary conditions are assumed at all the
walls. The velocity of the fluid at the wall is set to zero for
all simulations, so the boundary condition for the velocity
becomes 𝑢wall = 0. All the walls in the model, except for the
heated wall in MC and AC experiments where a temperature
condition is set, include the effect of heat transfer through
the walls with the environment. A convection heat transfer
coefficient (27) is considered for all thewalls of the vessel [93]:

Nu = [

[

0.825 +
0.387Ra1/6

[1 + (0.492/Pr)9/16]
8/27

]

]

. (27)

Heat flux at thewall boundary is calculated using 𝑞𝑤 = ℎ𝑐(𝑇𝑏−

𝑇𝑛𝑤), where ℎ𝑐 is a specified heat transfer coefficient (from
Nusselt number), 𝑇𝑏 is the specified boundary temperature
(i.e, outside the fluid domain), and 𝑇𝑛𝑤 is the temperature
at the internal near-wall boundary element center node. The
conditions of the environment are equal to 𝑇 = 296K
and 𝑃 = 101325Pa (ambient conditions). The heated wall
temperatures are maintained for both cases constant at fixed

temperature, 𝑇wall = 25∘C for MC and 𝑇wall = 110∘C for AC,
during the whole transient. As internal initial conditions, two
different initial values, 100 and 1000 Pa, are considered in
order to verify the effect of pressure on the pressurization
of the vessel during the transient. The exact value of initial
internal condition (due to the experimental difficulty of
setting the internal pressure and temperature at the set point
value) is provided by STARDUST data. The operating fluid
used in the simulations is dry air assumed initially at rest.The
density of the fluid is evaluated using the standard Redlich-
Kwong real gas and the other thermodynamic properties are
considered variable according to internal database.

Time stepping. The selection of an appropriate time step size
is essential in order to obtain good convergence. A too large
time step will lead to poor convergence and a too small
time step will lead to larger computational time. Within a
given time step the transport equations are solved during an
iteratively process until the convergence criteria are met for
all equations. In these simulations a constant time step of 1
× 105 s is used. Each time step is considered to be converged
when the maximum residual value is no higher than 1 × 10−6.

4. Results

4.1. Experimental Results. The experiments have been con-
ducted in operative conditions (wall temperature of 120–
130∘C) in order to understand

(1) the behavior of thermofluid-dynamic parameters at
different pressurization rates;

(2) the behavior of thermofluid-dynamic parameters at
different initial pressure rates inside the tank.
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In this section the several experimental setups will be sin-
gularly discussed and then compared in order to understand
themain difference between them and their influence on dust
resuspension (strictly connected to flow field variation).

These analyses are implemented for the first 5 seconds
from the beginning of LOVA because it has been already
demonstrated [74] that the dust resuspension phenomena are
relevant in the first 2–4 seconds after the LOVA.

The elaborated data have been analysed by grouping the
points in which the pressure transducers have been placed
into four longitudinal lines or, otherwise, into four sections,
following symmetrical criteria illustrated in the following
paragraphs.

The experimental trends of

(i) internal pressure and
(ii) flow rate

have been collected in themean time because these are essen-
tial data to give boundary condition necessary to develop the
simulations.

The main result of experimental data analysis is that the
temperature is almost constant in the first 5 seconds, while
internal pressure increases linearly (Figure 18) and the flow
rate increases asymptotically in this time range (Figure 19).
The velocity values analysed show that velocity trend is
characterized by a rapidly increase of velocity for the first 0,5 s
(Figure 20), while it decreases more slightly after the third
second; the trend of the velocity measured by the pressure
transducer 461 (placed in the lateral points) is generally more
gently (Figure 21).

Finally, the most relevant velocity values in all the points
have been compared and will be analysed in the following
paragraphs.

The Maximum Velocity Values along the Four Flow Lines of
STARDUST. In this paragraph, the experimental data will be
analysed considering the division of the points in which the
pressure transducers have been placed into four longitudinal
lines (Figure 22):

(i) Central line: points A-B-C-D;
(ii) Lateral line: points G-F-E;
(iii) Superior line: points H-I-L-M;
(iv) Inferior line: points Q-P-O-N.

This division allows observing the behavior of the air flow
after its inlet, towards the lid of the tank and back.

The following evidences have been observed.

(i) In the central line, the maximum velocity values tend
to decrease from the inlet point to the lid. In the other
lines the velocity values tend to decrease in the same
direction. It means that the inlet airflow, which is
initially curbed, is accelerated by the impact on the lid
and inverts its direction, giving rise to a recirculation
(see Figure 23).

(ii) The maximum velocity values are 20% to 50% higher
in hot experiments rather than in cold experiments
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Figure 18: Internal pressure trend, 100Pa 100 Pa/s cold experi-
ment points C-F.
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C-F.

(the spread is larger when the pressurization rate
is 500 Pa/s, for reasons explained in the following
point), as clarified in Figure 24, where the data
collected from pressure transducer 461 (which faces
the lid of the tank) are represented.

(iii) In hot experiments, the pressurization rate does
not have a relevant influence on the velocity value;
anyway, the velocity tends to increase slightly with the
pressurization rate.

(iv) When the vacuum is broken at 1000 Pa the maximum
velocity values are 30% lower than those at 100 Pa.
It is a consequence of the lowest differences of
pressure between the compressed air and the vacuum
vessel of STARDUST. The trends of internal pressure
inside STARDUST, considering an initial internal
pressure both of 100 Pa and 1000 Pa, are comparable
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Figure 21: Velocity trend measured by 461, 100 Pa 500 Pa/s hot
experiment point P.

so the experiments with an initial internal pressure
of 1000 Pa will not be reproduced for thermofluid-
dynamic analysis.

(v) When the velocity values are relatively high (and,
generally, when the pressurization rate is 300 Pa/s or
500 Pa/s) the values measured in the section next to
the lid of the tank are averagely too high in the central
line and too low in the others, going against the
general trends of the respective lines (see Figure 24).
It might be related to the fact that in this very section
the data registered by the pressure transducers are
affected by the turbulence and the velocity increase
generated by the impact of the air on the lid, or even
by the presence of the measuring instrument’s cables,
that might break the flow.
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Analysis of the Maximum Velocity Values into the Four Flow
Cross Sections of STARDUST. In this section, the experimen-
tal data will be analyzed considering the division of the points
in which the pressure transducers have been placed into four
sections (Figure 25):

(i) Section one: points A-H;
(ii) Section two: points B-G-I;
(iii) Section three: points C-F-L.

Quarters of section have been considered taking into account
the symmetry of the tank; the superior quarters have been
analyzed.

The analysis of these areas is necessary to observe the tim-
ing of the maximum velocity values in the various sections.
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Figure 24: Maximum velocity values central line 100Pa 300 Pa/
s hot experiment.
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Figure 25: Division of the half tank into four sections.

The following evidences have been observed.

(i) In section one the velocitymaximum is first verified in
A and then in H (with a delay of about 0,4 s), because
in H it is due to the flow coming back from the lid,
while in A it is due to the inlet flow.

(ii) In section two the velocity maximum in I and G is
delayed of ≈0,3 s compared to themaximum in B; this
might not be verified if the velocity is relatively high.

(iii) In sections three and four, the maximum velocity val-
ues are generally contemporary in the whole section.
It can be a consequence of the closeness to the lid and
so to the recirculation point.

After 1 second from the beginning of the flow inlet, the
following evidences have been observed.

(i) In section one, in experiments with pressurization
rate of 100 Pa/s, the velocity in A is about 20%
higher than that in H, while in experiments with
pressurization rate of 300 Pa/s or 500 Pa/s it is about
85% higher. This is probably because at 100 Pa/s the
pressure differences and the velocity are lower, so
that the airflow is spread in all directions, losing its
compactness.

(ii) The velocity valuesmeasured in the central and lateral
points of the section become comparable in section
three, where the inlet flow and the flow proceed from
the lid get melted.

4.2. Numerical Results. The CFD applications show stable
numerical results for modeling local gas velocity field at low
pressure conditions. Velocities remain very high for all the
transients; Figure 26 shows the streamlines.The axial velocity
values, measured on the symmetry plane of STARDUST (see
Figure 26), decrease rapidly with the distance. Considering a
range of distances from 25 to 75 cm from Valve A, reduction
of almost the 25% of the axial air velocities has been
measured.

The calculated data show a satisfying global agreement
with experimental data for all performed experiments and
simulation (from 1/3 to 2/3 of the vessel about 33%). The
facility area with higher axial velocity values is the one close
to the air inlet that corresponds to the expansion jet flow area.
A recirculating flow can be observed close to the right side of
the cylindrical wall (negative axial velocity).

The code is able to assess the radial velocity that cannot
be detected during the experimental tests. Observing the
velocity profile inside the vessel, we can see a reduction of
axial velocity at point for 500 Pa/s pressurization rate case.
This is caused by the typical compressible flow effect named
choked effect. In the case of the upstream air pressure and
vacuum conditions downstream of an inlet section (orifice),
both the air velocity and the mass flow rate become limited
when sonic velocity is reached through the inlet section
and the expansion inside the vessel becomes limited. This
effect can be appreciated in Figure 27 where the maximum
numerical velocity is plotted versus the pressurization rate
imposed. This means that the highest velocities, that is, the
driver parameter for dust mobilization inside the vessel, are
reached for low pressurization rate around 300 Pa/s. The
calculations show that the air velocities always increase when
the vessel is heated (AC). The air velocity reaches its peak
value, 770m/s for 100 Pa/s AC case, at about 0.7 s.

(i) The code predicts the oscillating phenomenon that
is not observed in the experimental curve probably
because of the low response speed of pressure probes.
The presence of pressure oscillations is due to the
inertia phenomena involved in this kind of problem
and could cause the release of dust from the vessel,
contributing to the source term in an ITER loss of
vacuum scenario.
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Figure 26: Streamlines.

(ii) The numerical results with heat transfer at walls
show that the pressurization process has an adiabatic
unsteady behavior, while the isothermal unsteady
model overestimation is clearly visible. From these
results it can be assumed that for pressurization tran-
sient the effects related to heat transfer through the
walls to the environment can be neglected.The filling
time is also underestimated for adiabatic unsteady
case. The obtained results of the pressurization rate
and filling time show good agreement with experi-
mental data.

(iii) The difference between the finest grid and the coarser
grid shows an unstable LES solution for the coarse
grid that seems prone to instability in low flow
regions. We can claim that no great improvements

seem to be made by using the extra fine grid. The
fine grid is selected as a suitable compromise between
accuracy and computational efficiency (1.6 day of
CPU time for 1 s of physical time).

(iv) From the streamlines analysis, after vacuum break-
down, the jet generates vortex structures that roll up
several times and the inlet gas particles follow larger
ones which brush and interact with all boundaries.
It has relevant safety implication because the mobi-
lized dust, which follows the streamline during them
motion, can escape or be trapped in VV asperity and
then accumulated.This high dust concentration zones
increase the probability of chemical reaction because
they increase reactive surface area thatmay contribute
to hydrogen production and potential explosion.
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5. Discussion

Numerical and experimental results using initial pressure
equal to 100 Pa in hot conditions, at different pressurization
rates, will be discussed because they are considered most rel-
evant for the validation case. Unless specified, the qualitative
results must be considered valid for the nondiscussed tests.

The following evidences have been observed.

(i) The average pressure inside the vessel during the
simulations shows a linear trend. In the figures, which
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Figure 29: Average pressure time trend for different grids (100 Pa,
AC).

follow Figures 28 and 29, the trend with different
turbulence models and grids is, respectively, showed.

(ii) Figures 28 and 29 show that the influence of the
turbulence model on pressure trend is negligible.

(iii) The curves obtained in the performed simulations
demonstrate that the LES computations are consistent
and show generally better agreement with the experi-
ments than RANS.

(iv) The fine grid and the extra fine grid do not present
substantial differences, so the first one has been
chosen in order to reduce the time machine.

By using the results obtained with this numerical model we
have analyzed all the velocity trends with an initial pressure
of 100 Pa and 1000 Pa, with different pressurization rates
(100 Pa/s; 300 Pa/s and 500 Pa/s). We observed a good match
between numerical and experimental data for all the points
in which the PTs have been placed.

Figures 30 and 31 show a comparison graph of velocity
for point A at 100 Pa/s and 300 Pa/s with an initial pressure of
100 Pa/s.

(i) The axial velocity evaluated close to the air injection
increases from zero to the maximum in the first
second and then decreases. The CFD applications
show stable numerical results for modeling local gas
velocity field at low pressure conditions. Velocities
remain very high for the entire transient; Figure 30
shows the axial velocity magnitude history for the
initial and final parts of the vessel. Assuming that the
axial velocity profiles are symmetric with respect to
the symmetry plane the velocity’s direction falls rela-
tively rapidly with distance from the injection section
along the axis (from 1/4 to 3/4 of the vessel about
25%). The calculated data show a satisfying global
agreement with experimental data for all performed
experiments and simulation.
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Figure 30: Velocity comparison at 100 Pa/s.

(ii) The temperature inside the vessel seems to be almost
constant with a slight negative slope for the operative
cases.

(iii) For the experiments in operative conditions the
average temperature decreases from initial internal
temperature (384K) to 305K (12%) in about 18 sec.
Results appear to be concordant, as simulations sat-
isfactorily reproduce experimental results only for
MC case. Agreement seems to be poor for AC case.
This poor agreement may be caused by thermal high
thermal inertia of TJ thermocouples.

The calculated data show a satisfying global agreement
with experimental data for all performed experiments and
simulations.

6. Conclusion and Future Developments

Thepast experimental campaign has showed the validation of
the 2D model to reproduce flow fields condition comparable
to those obtained in STARDUST with a LOVA of 300 Pa/s.
The authors demonstrate that, by means of STARDUST
facility, it is possible to reproduce simulations of LOVA
with different pressurization rates. It is possible to conduct
experiments at 100 Pa/s, 300 Pa/s, and 500 Pa/s in order to
consider also a little smaller and a little larger break in the
ITER’s vessel walls and it is possible to reproduce differ-
ent boundary conditions (like initial pressure and internal
temperatures). The most relevant evidences that have been
deducted from the data analysis are that the air flows through
the central part of the vessel towards the lid and then back
along the tank’s walls, after being reflected by the lid showing
an air velocity higher (≈30%) in hot experiments rather
than in cold experiments, which means that the problems
caused by dust mobilization are higher in case of an accident
occurring during the standard functioning of the reactor. By
the experiments and simulations it has been showed also that
the air velocity is lower (≈30%) when the initial pressure is
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Figure 31: Velocity comparison at 300 Pa/s.

1000 Pa rather than 100 Pa and that the influence on the air
velocity of the pressurization rates is much more remarkable
in maintenance conditions, when the maximum is reached at
300 Pa/s, while in hot experiments the maximum is generally
reached at 500 Pa/s. Within these experimental campaigns
numerical 3D simulations have also been carried on by the
mean of the ANSYS-CFX code in order to add missing
information to the experimental scenario and to develop
and validate a CFD code that can be a useful resource to
handle LOVA problems without the experimental support.
The data extracted by the simulations at the same points
where the pressure transducers had been placed during
the experimental campaign showed a satisfying agreement
with the experimental ones and confirmed the evidences
highlighted by the data analysis, adding information about
the radial velocity, otherwise undetectable, allowing for a
complete mapping of the flow field and velocity inside the
tank. A numerical 3D model has been created in order
to reproduce any fluid-dynamic conditions subsequent to
LOVAs accidents. The most important future developments
will develop a new geometry configuration of STARDUST,
which has been already projected, making the choice to
change the injection section on STARDUST in order to
assimilate it close to a sector of a toroidal geometry and to
avoid the wall effects of the lids.
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Endnotes

1. http://www.iter.org/.
2. Edge Plasma: cooler, less dense plasma away from the

centre of a reactor (which includes the SOL), affected by
contact with a limiter or divertor.
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3. Core Plasma: hot plasma at the centre of a fusion reactor.
4. Edge Localized Modes: ELMs are MHD related events

that play a key role in mediating the energy and particle
transport characteristics of the plasma edge in the
regime of enhanced global energy confinement called
the high confinement mode (see entry for high mode
or H mode). They involve the very rapid expulsion of
energy and particles from the outer part of confined
plasma into the SOL and can transiently reduce the
temperature and density in this region and thereby affect
the core confinement. In addition, they can lead to
increased peak heat loads on the divertor plates.

5. Disruptions: sudden loss of plasma confinement. The
stored energy in the plasma is rapidly dumped into
the rest of the plasma system (vacuum vessel walls,
magnet coils, etc.) and can cause significant damage if
precautions are not taken.

6. Duty factor (also called duty cycle): ratio of the duration
of time when a system is actually operating to the total
time for a complete cycle of the system. For example, if a
tokamak experiment runs for 5 s and then sits for 500 s,
while the power supplies are recharged, then the duty
factor is about 1%.

7. Tokamak: acronym created from the Russian
words,“TOroidalnaya KAmera i ee MAgnitnaya
Katushka” or Toroidal Chamber and Magnetic Coil.

8. Impurities: atoms (or ions) of unwanted elements in the
plasma, which tend to degrade plasma performance and,
in the case of fusion, dilute the plasma so that fusion
processes are less probable.

9. Bremsstrahlung: German term for “Braking radiation.”
Electromagneticradiation from a charged particle as it
slows down (decelerates) or as it changes direction due
to near collisions with other particles.

10. Confinement times (𝜏𝐸, 𝜏𝑝): 𝜏𝐸, 𝜏𝑝 are the average times
the plasma is contained (e.g., by magnetic fields) before
energy (E) or particles (p) leak/dissipate away. The two
times are, in general, similar but not equal. In a plasma
device, the energy loss time (or the energy confinement
time) can be expressed as the ratio of the total energy
in the plasma and the externally supplied heating. This
is one of three critical parameters determining whether
fusion reactions could be sustained.

11. Poloidal direction: in the vertical plane, around the
minor cross sectionof a torus.

12. Separatrix: in a divertor tokamak (and some other
configuration), the last closed flux surface (see entry)
isformed not by inserting an object (limiter) but by
manipulating the magnetic field, so that some field-
lines take a topologically different route (throughthe
divertor, rather than simply around the centralplasma).
The boundary between the field lines thatclose back on
themselves and those that penetrate amaterial surface is
called the separatrix.

13. Scrape-of-layer (SOL): outer layer of a plasma, which
is affected (“scraped of ”) by a divertor or limiter. That

is, the outer layer of a magnetically confined plasma
where the field lines intersect with a material surface
(limiter or divertor plate) rather than being close upon
themselves. Plasma crossing into the SOL is rapidly lost
since transport along the field is much faster than that
across the field.

14. Baffle: plates at the entrance of the divertor providing
a transition between the divertor and the first wall,
which also contribute to the retention of neutrals in the
divertor.

15. Xpoint: placewhere the poloidalmagnetic field vanishes
in such a way that two flux surfaces appear to cross, for
example, where the main plasma joins.

16. JT-60 and JT-60U: a large Japanese tokamak, located
north ofTokyo. JT-60U now in operation is an “upgrade”
to JT-60.

17. Alcator C-Mod (usually referred to as C-Mod): the name
Alcator was given to a class of tokamaksdesigned and
built at MIT; these machines aredistinguished by high
magnetic fields with relativelysmall diameters. The high
magnetic field helps createplasma with relatively high
current and particle densities.

18. DIII-D: a medium sized tokamak, but the largest toka-
makstill operational in the USA. Operated by Gener-
alAtomics in San Diego.

19. TEXTOR: acronym for the Tokamak Experiment for
Technology Oriented Research. Medium-sized Euro-
peantokamak located in Julich, Germany. Researchob-
jectives include developing PFCs and studying effects of
plasma-wall interactions.

20. START: acronym for the Small Tight Aspect Ratio
Tokamak Located at Culham, England (now in Frascati,
Rome).This spherical tokamak claims the record𝛽 value
for a tokamak.

21. MAST: acronym for Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak.
22. NSTX: acronym for National Spherical Tokamak Exper-

iment.
23. TFTR: acronym for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor:

Large tokamak at Princeton; first machine to use 50%-
50% mix of DT fuel.

24. ASDEX: acronym forAxially SymmetricDivertor Exper-
iment. The original ASDEX, located in Garching, Ger-
many,and decommissioned in about 1990, would qualify
today as a medium sized tokamak. It was designed for
the study of impurities and their control by a magnetic
divertor. The H mode or high mode of operation with
neutral beam injection was rst observed on ASDEX. Its
successor, ASDEX-Upgrade.

25. Tore Supra: It is the second largest tokamak in Europe
andis located in Cadarache (southern France). It uses-
superconducting toroidal field magnets. Tore Suprahas
a circular cross section, which limits the achievablecon-
finement time and experimental flexibility. In addition to
developing superconducting technology, it concentrates
on the physics of long pulses.
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26. Divertor: component of amagnetically confined toroidal
fusion device that diverts charged particles on the outer
edge of the plasma into a separate chamber where they
strike a barrier and become neutralized. In a reactor, the
divertor would incorporate a system for pumping out
the neutralized particles as exhaust from the machine. A
divertor, like a limiter, prevents the particles (including
helium ash) from striking and degrading the chamber
walls and dislodging secondary particles that would cool
and contaminate the plasma.

27. Detachment regime, referred to plasma detachment: low
temperature plasma regime where there issignificant
plasma pressure loss along field lines close to the target
plate. This is usually accompanied by a significant
decrease in the incident power and plasmaflux density.
One refers to full detachment if theplasma is detached
from the entire length of thedivertor target and to
partial detachment, (or to semi attached plasma) if
the plasma is detached oversome of the divertor target
surfaces (typically near theseparatrix) but still attached
elsewhere.

28. Toroidal direction: in the horizontal plane, around the
vertical axisof the torus.

29. VVPSS: vacuum vessel pressure suppression system.
30. SLM: acronym for standard liters per minute.
31. SSR: solid state relay.
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Investigation of spontaneous decay of an excited atom in dusty unmagnetized plasma is presented in this paper. The transverse
contribution to the decay rate is normally associated with spontaneous emission.The rate of spontaneous emission can be obtained
by Fermi’s golden rule. In this calculation, the transverse contribution to dielectric permittivity and Green function technique
are used. Calculation of the decay rate of atoms is applicable to understand the particular structure of the vacuum state of the
electromagnetic field.

1. Introduction

Spontaneous decay of an excited state arises from the inter-
action between an excited atom or molecule and the ground
state of the quantized electromagnetic field [1]. The rate of
spontaneous emission depends partly on the environment of
a light source. This means that, by placing the light source
in a special environment, the rate of spontaneous emission
can be modified [2]. Spontaneous emission is a quantum
effect, which in a semiclassical picture can be described as an
emission which is stimulated by vacuum noise, that is, by the
zero point fluctuations of the electromagnetic field [3]. In a
well-known paper published in 1948, Welton [4] wrote that
spontaneous emission “can be thought of as forced emission
taking place under the action of the fluctuating field.”

Spontaneous emission of light or luminescence is a
fundamental process that plays an essential role inmany phe-
nomena in nature and forms the basis of many applications,
such as fluorescent tubes, older television screens (cathode
ray tubes), plasma display panels, lasers (for startup normal
continues operation works by stimulated emission instead),
and light emitting diodes.

Spontaneous emission is ultimately responsible for most
of the light around us. We would not be here without it.
The first person to derive the rate of spontaneous emission

directly from the first principles was Dirac [5], who used the
newly formulated quantum theory of radiation.

The rate of spontaneous emission (i.e., the radiative rate)
can be described by Fermi’s golden rule [6]; the rate of
emission depends on two factors: an “atomic part,” which
describes the internal structure of light source, and a “field
part,” which describes the density of electromagnetic modes
of the environment. The atomic part describes the strength
of a transition between two states in terms of transition
moments. In a homogeneous medium, such as free space, the
rate of spontaneous emission in the dipole approximation is
given by [7]

Γ0 =
𝜔
3
𝑑
2

3𝜋ℎ𝜀0𝑐
3

. (1)

Clearly, the rate of spontaneous emission in free space
increases with 𝜔

3. In contrast with atom, which has a discrete
emission spectrum, quantum dots can be tuned continuously
by changing their size. This property has been used to check
the 𝜔

3-frequency dependence of the spontaneous emission
rate as described by Fermi’s golden rule.

The purpose of present work is to investigate the decay
rate of an excited atom in dusty unmagnetized plasma, using
Green function technique. Dusty plasma is loosely defined as
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normal electron-ion plasma with an additional charged com-
ponent which increases the complexity of the system even
further. Dusty plasma is low temperature fully or partially
ionized electrically conducting gases whose constituents are
electron, ions, charged dust grains, and neutral atoms. Dust
grains are massive and their sizes range from nanometers
to millimeters. Dust grains may be metallic, conducting, or
made of ice particulates [8].

The plasma frequency 𝜔𝑝 in uniform, cold, dusty unmag-
netized plasma can be described as follows [8]:

𝜔
2

𝑃
= ∑

𝑠

4𝜋𝑛𝑠0𝑞
2

𝑠

𝑚𝑠

= ∑

𝑠

𝜔
2

𝑝𝑠
, (2)

where 𝑛𝑠0, 𝑞𝑠, and 𝑚𝑠 are, respectively, the unperturbed
number density, the charge, and the mass of the plasma
species 𝑠 (𝑠 equals 𝑒 for electrons, 𝑖 for ions, and 𝑑 for dust
grains). And 𝜔𝑝𝑠 = (4𝜋𝑛𝑠0𝑞

2

𝑠
/𝑚𝑠)
1/2 represents the plasma

frequency associated with the plasma species 𝑠.
Considering the usual expression for the decay rate of

an excited atom in dipole approximation [9] and since we
are interested in the decay rate of an excited atom in dusty
unmagnetized plasma, at the first stage, we calculate Green’s
function in this medium.

2. Green Function

The associated electromagnetic fields are determined by
Maxwell’s equations

∇ × E = −𝜇0

𝜕H
𝜕𝑡

,

∇ × H = j +
𝜕D
𝜕𝑡

,

(3)

whereE,H, and the electric displacementD have positive and
negative frequency decomposition as follows:

Ê (r, 𝑡) = ∫

∞

0

𝑑𝜔 {Ê+ (r, 𝜔) 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡

+ Ê− (r, 𝜔) 𝑒
+𝑖𝜔𝑡

} . (4)

The positive and negative frequency parts in the integrand
involve only annihilation and creation operators, respectively.

Taking the Fourier transform of these equations with
respect to 𝑡, we obtain for positive frequency part of the fields

∇ × E+ (r, 𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔B+ (r, 𝜔) ,

∇ × H+ (r, 𝜔) = −𝑖𝜔D+ (r, 𝜔) + J+ (r, 𝜔) .

(5)

Using the relationship between the displacement and the
electric field

𝐷
+

𝑖
(r, 𝑡) = ∫

𝑡

−∞

𝑑𝑡


∫ 𝑑r𝜀𝑖𝑗 (r − r, 𝑡 − 𝑡

) 𝐸𝑗 (r


, 𝑡

) ,

𝐷𝑖 (r, 𝜔) = 𝜀𝑖𝑗 (r, 𝜔) 𝐸𝑗 (r, 𝜔) .

(6)

And utilize the gauge in which the scalar potential vanishes:

E+ (r, 𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔A+ (r, 𝜔) . (7)

We find the inhomogeneous wave equation for A+(r, 𝜔)

in the frequency domain

∇ × ∇ × A+ (r, 𝜔) − 𝑞
2
𝑛
2A+ (r, 𝜔) =

𝜇 (𝜔)

𝜀0𝑐
2

𝐽
+

(r, 𝜔) , (8)

where 𝑛 = √𝜀(r, 𝜔)𝜇(𝜔), 𝑐
2

= 1/𝜀0𝜇0, and 𝑞 = 𝜔/𝑐. Since the
medium is unmagnetized, then 𝜇(𝜔) = 1.

This equation can be solved by using Fourier time trans-
form Green function as

A+ (r, 𝜔) = ∫ 𝑑
3
𝑟

𝐺 (r − r, 𝜔) ⋅ 𝐽

+
(r, 𝜔)

𝐽
+

(𝑟, 𝜔) = ∫ 𝑑
3
𝑟

𝛿 (r − r) 𝐽

+
(r, 𝜔) .

(9)

Substitution of (9) into (8) shows that the classical Green
function 𝐺(r, r, 𝜔) satisfies the differential equation:

∇ × ∇ × 𝐺 (r − r, 𝜔) − 𝑞
2
𝜀 (k, 𝜔) 𝐺 (r − r, 𝜔)

=
𝐼

𝜀0𝑐
2

𝛿 (r − r) ,

(10)

where I is the unit tensor.
For solving this equation, we used the formal approach

that relies on Fourier transform, where the differential equa-
tions are transformed into reciprocal space. At the end,
after algebraic calculation and separating Green function to
transverse and longitudinal component in coordinate of wave
vector [7], we obtain

𝐺
𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(k, 𝜔) =

(𝛿𝑖𝑗 − 𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑗/𝑘
2
)

𝜀0𝜔
2 [(𝑘𝑐/𝜔)

2
− 𝜀𝑡]

, (11)

𝐺
𝐿

𝑖𝑗
(k, 𝜔) =

−𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑗

𝑘2𝜀0𝜀
𝑙𝜔2

. (12)

The dielectric tensor for dusty unmagnetized plasma is
obtained by Poisson-Maxwell equation [10]. Consider

𝜀𝑖𝑗 (k, 𝜔) =

𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑗

𝑘2
𝜀
𝑙
(k, 𝜔) + (𝛿𝑖𝑗 −

𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑗

𝑘2
) 𝜀
𝑡

(k, 𝜔)

+ (𝛿𝑖𝑗 −

Ω𝑖Ω𝑗

Ω2
) 𝜀
𝑑

(k, 𝜔) ,

(13)

whereΩ𝑖 is the angular velocity of the 𝑖th grain.The influence
of the dust grain rotation is described by 𝜀

𝑑
(k, 𝜔). Since in

this paper the unmagnetized plasma (B0 = 0) is investigated,
the influence of the dust grain rotation is neglected.Therefore
𝜀
𝑑
(𝜔, k) = 0.
Also 𝜀

𝑙
(k, 𝜔) and 𝜀

𝑡
(k, 𝜔) are the longitudinal and the

transverse dielectric permittivity, respectively.They are given
by

𝜀
𝑙
(k, 𝜔) = 1 + ∑

𝑠

𝜔
2

𝑝𝑠

𝑘2𝑉
2
𝑇𝑠

[1 − 𝐼+ (
𝜔

𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠

)] ,

𝜀
𝑡

(k, 𝜔) = 1 − ∑

𝑠

𝜔
2

𝑝𝑠

𝜔2
𝐼+ (

𝜔

𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠

) ,

(14)

where 𝑉𝑇𝑠 = (𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑠/𝑚𝑠)
1/2 is the thermal speed of the species

𝑠 and 𝑠 includes ion, electron, and dust grain.
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The function 𝐼+(𝑥) is

𝐼+ (𝑥) =
𝑥

√2𝜋
∫

∞

−∞

𝑑𝑧

exp (−𝑧
2
/2)

𝑥 − 𝑧
. (15)

The asymptotic forms of (15) are as follows.
For |𝑥| ≫ 1, |Re 𝑥| ≫ | Im 𝑥| and Im 𝑥 < 0,

𝐼+ (𝑥) ≈ 1 +
1

𝑥2
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − 𝑖√

𝜋

2
𝑥 exp(−

𝑥
2

2
) . (16)

And for |𝑥| ≪ 1,

𝐼+ (𝑥) ≈ −𝑖√
𝜋

2
𝑥. (17)

Substituting the transverse dielectric permittivity in (11),
we find that the transverse Green function has the following
expansion:

𝐺
𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(k, 𝜔)

=

(𝛿𝑖𝑗 − 𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑗/𝑘
2
)

𝜀0𝜔
2 [(𝑘𝑐/𝜔)

2
− (1 − ∑𝑠 (𝜔2

𝑝𝑠
/𝜔2) 𝐼+ (𝜔/𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠))]

.

(18)

Here, we study the range of high frequencies; then


𝜔

𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠



≫ 1, and then 𝐼+ (
𝜔

𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠

) ≈ 1. (19)

By using this approximation and taking inverse Fourier
transformation, the transverse Green function in coordinate
space is obtained:

𝐺
𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(R, 𝜔) =

1

4𝜋𝜀0𝜔
2 (1 − 𝜔2

𝑝
/𝜔2)

× {[𝛿𝑖𝑗 −

3𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑗

𝑅2
]

+ 𝑞
3

[(
1

𝑞𝑅
+

𝑖

(𝑞𝑅)
2

−
1

(𝑞𝑅)
3

) 𝛿𝑖𝑗

− (
1

𝑞𝑅
+

3𝑖

(𝑞𝑅)
2

−
3

(𝑞𝑅)
3

)

𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑗

𝑅2
]

× 𝑒
𝑖𝑞

𝑅

} ,

(20)

in which R = r − r and 𝑞


= (𝜔/𝑐)√1 − 𝜔2
𝑝

/𝜔2.
Expanding the exponential term in (20), it is straightfor-

ward to show that, in the limit 𝑅 → 0, the transverse Green
function takes the form

lim
𝑅→0

𝐺
𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(R, 𝜔)

=
1

4𝜋𝜀0𝑐
2

{{

{{

{

𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑗

2𝑅3
+

𝛿𝑖𝑗

2𝑅
+

2𝑖𝜔

3𝑐

√(1 −

𝜔
2

𝑝

𝜔2
) 𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝑜 (𝑅)

}}

}}

}

.

(21)

The singular behavior of the real part arises from the
transverse delta function associated with the canonical field
commutation relation [1]. But the imaginary part of this
Green function is well behaved in the limit as 𝑟 tends to zero:

Im 𝐺
𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(0, 𝜔) =

Real(√(1 − 𝜔2
𝑝

/𝜔2)) 𝜔

6𝜋𝜀0𝑐
3

𝛿𝑖𝑗.
(22)

Substituting the longitudinal dielectric permittivity in
Green function, the longitudinal Green function is obtained.
But because of considering only the transverse radiative
modes of the electromagnetic field, the calculation of longi-
tudinal component is omitted here.

3. Calculation of Decay Rate

According to the expression of decay rate [7],

Γ =
2𝜔
2

ℎ
Im {𝑑𝑖𝐺𝑖𝑗 (0, 𝜔) 𝑑𝑗} . (23)

The transverse contribution to the total transition rate can be
written as follows.

For |𝜔/𝑘𝑉𝑇𝑠| ≫ 1,

Γ
𝑇

= Real(
√

1 −

𝜔
2

𝑝

𝜔2
) Γ0. (24)

In this relation, if

𝜔
2

𝑝
> 𝜔
2
, (25)

then √(1 − 𝜔2
𝑝

/𝜔2) is imaginary and Γ
𝑇

= 0. This is linked to
the nonexistence of propagating modes in the plasma at this
range of frequency into which a photon can be emitted.

And if

𝜔
2

𝑝
< 𝜔
2
, (26)

then √(1 − 𝜔2
𝑝

/𝜔2) is real and

Γ
𝑇

= (√(1 −

𝜔
2

𝑝

𝜔2
)) Γ0. (27)

The result of calculation of transverse decay rate is applied
in high energy astrophysical plasma, collisional radioactive
model in plasma, fluorescence quenching, and other options.

In Figure 1 we plot the transverse decay rate as given in
(24).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have calculated the transverse contribution
of decay by using Green function technique and fluctuation
dissipation theorem [11] in dusty unmagnetized plasma.
Spontaneous emission is the process by which a light source
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Figure 1:The transverse spontaneous emission rate (24). Transverse
decay rate is zero for the range of frequency 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑃 and for 𝜔 >

𝜔𝑃; the diagram corresponds to (27). The plasma frequency in this
model is considered 5.5 × 10

10Hz.

such as an atom, molecule, or nucleus in an excited state
undergoes a transition to a statewith a lower energy and emits
a photon.

The transverse decay rate in dusty plasma is obtained by
modifying the dielectric permittivity.

This behavior arises from the existence of the grain and
radiating interaction of them with electrical field.
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Carbon-nickel films were grown by radio frequency magnetron cosputtering on glass substrates. The films were deposited under
different deposition times, from 50 to 600 sec, at room temperature. We noticed that up to 180 sec the sputtering occurs in more
metal content mode and in greater than 180 sec it occurs in more nonmetal content mode. It is shown that the structural and
morphological properties of carbon-nickel films were strongly influenced by this behavior.

1. Introduction

Recently, a lot of interest has been given to amorphous carbon
(a-c) metal-containing films a-c: Me (Me = Au, Ag, Cu, Mn,
. . .) due to their low cost and wide variety of properties
[1, 2]. Previous studies onmetal-containing carbon films have
been mainly focused on hydrogenated a-c films which are
produced by physical vapor and chemical vapor deposition
techniques (PVD and CVD, resp.) involving either mag-
netron sputtering or cathodic arc deposition of metal phase
in a reactive hydrocarbon gas environment [3]. However,
less attention has been paid to the nonhydrogenated a-c
films.Usually hydrogen-free a-c:Mefilmshave beenprepared
by PVD techniques such as RF-magnetron sputtering in
which a multicomponent metal-graphite target is used [4,
5]. An element such as Ni with low or without affinity to
carbon atom leads to a relatively sharp interface between
the carbon matrix and the metallic phase and therefore
distinct properties are produced in comparison to carbide
forming elements [6, 7]. Moreover, carbon-nickel composite
up to now are studied for their interesting properties such
as residual stress reduction for hard films [8], decrease of
the friction coefficient [8], or improvement of the dielectric
constant [9]. In the previous reports, the dependence of

these properties on the deposition times, nickel content,
the substrate temperatures, and deposition parameters
mainly at constant deposition rate was investigated. However,
it has been paid less attention to the effect of different
deposition rates on films deposited using RF-magnetron
sputtering. In the present work, we investigated the effect of
deposition times with different deposition rates on structure
and morphology properties of amorphous C-Ni composite
films in some more detail.

2. Experimental Details

Carbon-nickel composite films have been prepared by RF-
magnetron co-sputtering on glass substrates using a mul-
ticomponent target (10 cm in diameter) consisting of pure
graphite (99.99 at %) and strips of pure nickel approximately
2 cm2 attached to the graphite race track, that corresponds
to approximately 2.5% in area. Before loading in the depo-
sition chamber, the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned
in acetone bath for 20min and then were dried in hot
air flow. The films were grown at room temperature in a
deposition chamber evacuated to a base pressure 5mbar, and
then the constant Ar working pressure of mbar was settled
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Figure 1: XRD spectra of the C-Ni films as a function of deposition
times.

and maintained by throttle valve. Deposition was done in
constant RF power regime 400w. The angle of incident ions
with target surface was 90∘, and the substrate-target distance
was 60mm. We prepared films at different deposition times
50, 90, 180, and 600 sec and at different deposition rates
0.84, 1.6, 1.71, and 1 nm/sec, respectively. The thickness of
the films was measured by Tencor Alpha-Step 500 profiler.
AFManalysis on noncontactmodewas used to obtain surface
morphology properties. The average nanoparticle size and
root mean square (RMS) roughness were obtained from
AFM data (WSXMsoftware-2007). The crystal phase was
determined using X-ray diffractometry (XRD) with Cu K𝛼
radiation. The RBS spectra were obtained using incident
ions (4He) with energy of 2 keV. The atomic content of the
films was obtained from RBS data by SIMNRA software
simulation.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of the co-sputtered C-Ni films
at different deposition times. As shown in Figure 1, it is
found that carbon films exhibit an amorphous structurewhile
metallic nanoparticles are either amorphous or crystalline.
With increasing deposition time from 50 to 180 sec, the
nickel clusters show amorphous behaviors while, from 180
to 600 sec, nickel clusters have nearly crystalline structures.
Such behavior for carbon films embedded by nanosizedmetal
particles was reported by Wu and Ting [10]. As the time
of deposition increases the feature of amorphous structure
diminishes, while crystalline peaks of metal appear. It is
therefore believed that a sufficient time and amount for
metallic constituent are required to allow the metal to form
crystalline structure. In the low deposition rate and high
deposition time, Ni atoms have enough time to diffuse and
improve the crystallinity.

Figure 2 shows AFM images of the films that are recorded
over scan area. The surface topography is traditionally ana-
lyzed by surface roughness measurements such as root-
mean-square (RMS) roughness which can be expressed as

Table 1: Details of AFM analysis of C-Ni composite films.

Deposition
time (sec)

Thickness
(nm)

Mean height
(nm)

RMS
(nm)

Deposition
rate

(nm/sec)
50 42 9 3.5 0.84
90 150 13 4.9 1.6
180 309 20 5 1.71
600 608 16 4 1

𝑅rms = ((1/𝑁)∑
𝑁

𝑖=1
|𝑍𝑖 − 𝑍|

2

)

1/2

, where 𝑍𝑖 is the measured
height of 𝑖th point in the scan area,𝑍 is the average of height,
and 𝑁 is the number of all points defined in the scanned
area [11, 12]. The microstructure and topographical details of
a thin film depend on the kinetics of growth and hence on
the substrate temperature, the source and energy of impurity
species, the chemical nature, the topography of the substrate,
and ambient gas [13]. With increasing deposition time and
hence the thickness, the mean height is also expected to
increase.Themean height of the films deposited at 50, 90, 180,
and 600 sec estimated to be 9, 13, 20, and 16 nm, respectively,
and their deposition rates are calculated (by dividing the film
thickness over deposition time), are found to be 0.84, 1.6, 1.71,
and 1 nm/s, respectively.The deposition rate in more metallic
content mode is greater than that of the nonmetallic content
mode [13]. In the low deposition rate and high deposition
time, there are some adsorptions atoms which have enough
time to migrate to sites where the surface energy is low
enough to be covered by the coming atom and as a result the
film surface is very smooth [12]. As shown in Table 1 the RMS
roughness of the films deposited at 50, 90, 180, and 600 sec is
3.5, 4.9, 5, and 4 nm, respectively. With increasing deposition
time from 50 to 180 sec, the deposition rate is increased
and from 180 to 600 sec, the deposition rate is decreased.
Therefore, up to 180 sec the sputtering occurs in more metal
content mode and in greater than 180 sec the sputtering
occurs in more nonmetal content mode, and thereby we
expect that up to 180 sec the RMS roughness is increased and
in greater than 180 sec the RMS roughness is decreased. It is
expected that themean height of the film deposited at 600 sec
is either greater than or, at least, equal to the mean height
of the film deposited at 180 sec. In spite of the fact that the
thickness of the film deposited at 600 sec is greater than that
of the film deposited at 180 sec, it is shown that the mean
height of the film deposited at 600 sec is less than the mean
height of the film deposited at 180 sec. Therefore, the effect of
deposition rate on the mean height is greater than the effect
of deposition time.

Figure 3 shows RBS spectra (experiment and simula-
tion results) of nickel-carbon composite films deposited at
600 sec. The steps at about 400, 500, and 750 keV are due to
C, O, and Si nuclei, respectively. The peak between 1000 and
1500 kev is attributed toNi nuclei [14].The results of SIMNRA
software simulation of deposited film showed that the layer
with thickness 3300 (1E15atom/cm2) contains 31% Ni.
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional AFM images of C-Ni films deposited at (a) 50, (b) 90, (c) 180, and (d) 600 sec.
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Figure 3: RBS spectra, experimental and simulated results of C-Ni
film deposited at 600 sec.

4. Conclusions

Nanocomposite thin films of nickel nanoparticles embed-
ded in amorphous carbon matrix were fabricated using
RF-magnetron co-sputtering from a multicomponent target
(10 cm in diameter) consisting of pure graphite (99.99%) and
strips of pure nickel approximately 2 cm2 attached to the
graphite race track. It has been observed that the deposition
rate plays an important role on the structural andmorpholog-
ical properties of C-Ni composite films. It is shown that the
prepared films at deposition rate 1.71 nm/s have themaximum
mean height of 20 nm and the maximum roughness of 5 nm.
It is also shown that the crystallinity of the films depended on
the deposition rate and deposition time.
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Ag/C:H films were deposited by DC sputtering method on Si substrates with different Ar/CH4 gas mixture ratios. Effect of Ar/CH4
gas mixture ratios was investigated on optical and structural properties of Ag/C:H films by FTIR spectroscopy analysis, X-Ray
diffractometry (XRD), scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM), and atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM), respectively. In order to evaluate
the effect of gas flow ratio on the optical and structural properties of Ag/C:H films, Ar/CH4 gas ratio was changed by keeping the
Ar flow rate constant while varying the CH4 gas flow rate (2, 5, and 10 SCCM). From FTIR analysis it was observed that increase
in the Ar/CH4 gas ratio results in decreasing the sputtered Ag nanoparticles and increasing of C–H bonds. Also from XRD pattern
it was found that intensity of Ag crystalline plane and average grain size decrease by adding CH4 to working gas admixture. From
SEM and AFM micrographs, size of the grains also became smaller on the surface of the films, which will lead to decreasing the
roughness of the deposited thin films.

1. Introduction

Nanoscience has developed over the last twenty years and the
need for nanotechnology will only increase as miniaturiza-
tion becomes more important in areas such as computing,
sensor, and biomedical applications. Advances in this field
widely depend on the ability to synthesize nanoparticles of
various materials, sizes, and shapes as well as to efficiently
assemble them into complex architectures. Nanocomposite
films consisting of metals and plasma polymers have been
investigated for many years since the sixties of the last
century. Nano composite thin film created by silver nanopar-
ticles has received considerable attention due to its attrac-
tive physical and chemical properties [1]. In recent years,
silver nanoparticle have been widely used by the biomedical
industry, for example, in medicine to reduce infections as
well as to prevent bacteria colonization on prostheses [2],
catheters [3, 4], vascular grafts [5], dental materials [6],
stainless steel materials [7] and implants and wound and
burn dressings [8, 9]. Among three metals of Ag, Au, and

Cu that display plasmon resonance in the visible spectrum,
Ag exhibits the highest efficiency of plasmon excitation
[10]. Moreover, optical excitation of plasmon resonances
in nanosized Ag particles is the most efficient mechanism
by which light interacts with matter [11]. Silver is also the
only material whose plasmon resonance can be tuned to
any wavelength in the visible spectrum. Therefore, metal
nanoparticles exhibit remarkable physical, chemical, and
biological properties. In particular, the optical and structural
properties of silver nanoparticles, which vary according to
their size and shape, as well as their chemical environment,
have been intensively studied. Composite films metal/hard
carbon were probably prepared for the first time by Craig and
Harding [12], who sputtered a post cathode of Fe/Cu with a
mixture of argon/acetylene in a DC cylindrical magnetron.
Also silver nanoparticles have been produced using different
methods such as electrochemical method [13–15], thermal
decomposition [16], laser ablation [17],microwave irradiation
[18, 19] and sonochemical synthesis [20]. Recently, Vaghri
et al. reported different properties of Cu/C:H and Ag/C:H
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[21]. Their results showed that properties of the films depend
on the volume fraction ratio of the metallic phase in a
composite and on the shape and size of inclusions.Mutsukura
[22] used a gradual cover of the target by reaction products
to deposit Ag/C:H nanocomposite films with decreasing rate
of silver sputtering. Also, Kulisch et al. [23] reported the
basic properties of composite films Ag/C:H:N and compared
with the Ag/C:H films. They have shown that both types
of films can be prepared using plasma polymerization in
a low-pressure DC discharge using either argon/n-hexane
or nitrogen/n-hexane as the gas mixture with simultaneous
silver sputtering by means of an unbalanced magnetron.
Their results showed that the incorporation of nitrogen
effectively prevents the formation of carboxylate groups on
the silver inclusion surfaces during the aging in the open
air. Wang et al. [24] also produced TiC(Ag)/a-C:H nano-
composite coating with various Ag concentrations on Si
p(1 0 0) substrates. The composition and structure of as-
deposited nano-composite coatings are investigated and the
friction and wear behaviors are also evaluated under the
ambient, high temperature and high vacuum, respectively.
Their results indicated that the introduction of Ag caused
a significant reduction in the residual compressive stress
without considerable decrease of the hardness and improved
the adhesive strength of nano-composite coating.

Magnetron sputtering has developed rapidly over the
last decade to the point where it has become established
as the process of choice for the deposition of a wide range
of industrially important coatings. The driving force behind
this development has been the increasing demand for high-
quality functional films in many diverse market sectors.
In many cases, magnetron sputtered films now outperform
films deposited by other physical vapor deposition (PVD)
processes and can offer the same functionality and the film
thickness as produced by other surface coating techniques.
Consequently, magnetron sputtering now delivers a sig-
nificant impact in widespread applications including hard
and wear-resistant coatings, low-friction coatings, corrosion-
resistant coatings, decorative coatings and coatings with
specific optical or electrical properties [20]. Among the
sputtering techniques, DC reactive magnetron sputtering has
advantage of proper control on the chemical composition,
high deposition rates and low-substrate heating during the
deposition of the films. It provides films of uniform thickness
on large area substrates and good control of the physical
properties. The physical properties of the dc magnetron
sputtered films critically depends on the sputter process
parameters such as sputtering pressure, substrate temperature
and substrate bias voltage apart from the sputtering power
[25]. DC magnetron sputtering is one of the simple deposi-
tion techniques with low operation cost but has stable growth
process and high deposition rates [26]. In the present work,
we report the deposition of Ag/C:H thin films at room tem-
perature on silicon p-type substrates using a DC magnetron
Sputtering system. The films are deposited with different
ratio of argon/methane, and other parameters of deposition
(such as current, voltage, pressure, and time of deposition)
are same for all samples. Then effect of variation of Ar/CH4
gas ratio on the optical and structural properties of Ag/C:H

films is investigated. Degree of crystallinity and crystallite
size of Ag phase of deposited thin films is investigated by
XRD analysis. Surface morphology of thin films is studied
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. Also the
surface topography, the distributions of grain sizes on the
surface of the films, and the surface roughness of obtained
samples are specially investigated by atomic forcemicroscopy
(AFM) analysis.

2. Experimental

The Ag/C:H thin films are prepared by DC sputtering. A
detail of this system has been reported in [21]. The glow
discharge was powered by DC power supply in regime of
constant current. Typical parameters are as follows: base
pressure of 10−5 torr, discharge current and voltage are
changing from 200 to 1000mA and from 10V to 1200V,
respectively, and distance between the target and Si substrate
is 1 cm. For plasma formation, the research grade argon gas
(purity 99/99%) is used. The optimum conditions that were
followed to produce Ag/C:H films had the substrate holder
placed at a distance of 1 cm from the silver target with the
deposition time of 120min and the power of 12 watt; all
samples in this work are deposited under these conditions.
The substrates, Si (1 0 0) (P-typed), were 1 × 1 cm2 and were
cleaned by ultrasonic vibration with acetone and ethanol to
remove all the contaminants from their surface.The substrate
temperature was 220∘C for all samples, which was monitored
by a digital thermocouple inserted into the substrate holder.
The samples were loaded into the chamber and were fixed
at the center between the two electrodes. The chamber was
evacuated to a base pressure of 4.8 × 10−2 torr.The deposition
process was carried out on Si substrates from a mixture of
acetylene (CH4) and argon (Ar) with different ratios. The
vacuum chamber was brought to atmospheric pressure after
each experiment to exchange the samples and to clean the
chamber as well as the Ag electrode after removing all the bi-
products of plasma deposition process. In addition Ar was
used to enhance the sputtering of the Ag target. The gases
were introduced into the vacuum chamber via a gas shower
system to enable homogeneous plasma conditions (direct
flow to the substrates). Ar/CH4 gas ratios were changed as
follows 1 : 2, 1 : 5, and 1 : 10 (This nomenclature represents
the methane (CH4) flow: 207mL/min and argon (Ar) flows:
103mL/min, 41.40mL/min, and 20mL/min, respectively,
all of them identified in Table 1), and properties of these
samples were compared with a sample which was produced
without introducing CH4 to the chamber. The Ag/C:H films
were deposited by DC sputtering with Ar/CH4 mixtures
employing an asymmetrical capacitive coupled deposition
system. For optical measurements a FTIR (Bruker, EQUT-
NOX 55 model) spectrophotometer with wavenumber range
of 400–4000 cm−1 was employed. The structure and surface
morphology of the deposited Ag thin films were studied
with different characterization techniques. An X-ray diffrac-
tometer (XRD) (STOE model STADI MP, Cu K𝛼 radiation)
with a step size of 0.04 and count time of 1.0 s per step
was used to investigate the crystalline structure of films.
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Figure 1: FTIR spectra of Ag/C:H thin films at different Ar/CH4 gas
ratios.

Also the surface morphology of thin films was analyzed by
SEM (Philips XL30) and AFM (Auto Probe Pc; in contact
mode, with lowstress silicon nitride tip of less than 200 Å
radius and tip opening of 180).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. FTIR Spectra Analysis. In order to evaluate the effect of
gas flow on the optical and structural properties of Ag/C:H
films, three samples with different ratios of gas flow (ratios of
Ar/CH4 was changed as 1 : 2, 1 : 5, and 1 : 10) were deposited on
the silicon (100) substrate. To examine the effect of methane
gas, a sample with the same conditions (power, pressure and
time of the deposition) but without introducing the methane
gas was prepared as a benchmark for the comparison with
other samples.

Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of Ag/C:H thin films,
which were deposited at different flow ratio of Ar/CH4.

As it is shown in Figure 1, the sample, whichwas produced
by using Ar gas, did not show the presence of bonded carbon
or hydrogen peak. But with the addition of methane gas,
carbon and hydrogen bonds can be seen in the FTIR spec-
trum. The absorption at 1650 cm−1 is usually assigned to the
stretching of double bonds in carbon linear chains (–C=C–
typical wavenumbers about 1650 cm−1) and to ring vibra-
tion in aromatic hydrocarbons (typical wavenumbers near
1600 cm−1). The absorption band caused by C–H stretching
in various CH, CH2, and CH3 groups is peaked at 2912 cm

−1,
that is, near to the wavenumber corresponding to the asym-
metrical stretching in CH2 (sp

3 aliphatic) group. The high-
frequency tail of this band (near and above 3000 cm−1) can
be ascribed to stretching in various =C–H groups (both sp2
and sp3 configurations). The other recognized absorptions
have peaks at 1460 cm−1 (unresolved CH2 scissoring andCH3
asymmetrical bending) and at 1375 cm−1 (CH3 symmetrical
bending).Thesewitnessed a significant presence of polymeric
structures (linear chains) in the films [22, 23]. On the other
hand, introducing CH4 to working gas mixture created these
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Figure 2: XRD spectra of the samples treated at different Ar/CH4
gas ratios.

bonds, and by increase ofAr/CH4 ratio polymeric bondswere
increased.

3.2. XRD Results. Figure 2 shows the XRD spectra of the
samples treated with different Ar/CH4 ratio in working gas
mixture. From Figure 2 it is observable that the irradiated
samples show the emergence of Ag crystalline phase for
samples with different Ar/CH4 ratios and sample, which
deposited in Ar ambient. The diffraction peaks of Ag (1
1 1), Ag (2 0 0), Ag (2 2 0), and Ag (3 1 1) crystalline
planes are observed at 2𝜃 values of 38.1, 44.3, 64.9 and 77.2,
respectively.The positions of the diffraction peaks are in good
agreement with Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction
Standards (JCPDS) standard data for Ag powders (JCPDS
Card). Our observations in terms of Ag (1 1 1) and Ag (2 0
0), crystalline planes are listed in Table 1.

Note that the samples prepared without introducing
methane to working gas have diffraction peaks of Ag (1 1
1), Ag (2 0 0), Ag (2 2 0) and Ag (3 1 1) crystalline planes
while the deposited samples with Ar/CH4 admixture gas have
diffraction peaks of Ag (1 1 1), Ag (2 0 0), Ag (2 2 0) and
Ag (3 1 1) crystalline planes with lower intensity. In addition
to the above peaks, the diffraction peak corresponding to
carbon or methane was not observed for prepared samples
with Ar/CH4 admixture gas. Also with increasing ratio of
Ar/CH4, intensity of diffraction peaks of Ag crystalline plane
decreased in the XRD pattern (see Figure 2). From Figure 2 it
can be observed that for the deposited samples, the intensity
of the Ag diffraction peaks increases with the ratio of Ar/CH4
when 2, 5 and 10 ratios were applied. The increase in relative
intensity of the Ag diffraction peaks in ratio of Ar/CH4
1 : 2 can be attributed to the increase of amount of silver
nanoparticles sputtered on substrate in ratio of Ar/CH4 1 : 2
which may result in the increase in diffracted photon counts
if X-Ray can still penetrate up to the increased depth of silver
crystalline layer.The average crystallite size is estimated using
Scherer formula [21]:

𝐷 =
0.93𝜆

𝛽 cos (2𝜃)
, (1)

where 𝑘 = 1.54 Å is the wavelength of the source X-Ray, 𝛽 is
the full width at half maximum (in radians), and 𝜃 is Bragg’s
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Figure 3: SEM micrographs of Ag/C:H films deposited at different Ar/CH4 gas ratios.

Table 1

Sample Ag (1 1 1) Ag (2 0 0)
2𝜃 FWHM Intensity Grain size (nm) 2𝜃 FWHM Intensity Grain size (nm)

Ar 38.13 0.546 360.7 21.2 44.33 0.614 162.5 21.5
Ar/CH4 1 : 2 38.17 0.548 219.16 21.2 44.35 0.625 29.98 20.5
Ar/CH4 1 : 5 38.14 0.662 48.62 17.4 44.4 0.628 11.85 20.3
Ar/CH4 1 : 10 38.12 0.786 22.83 14.8 44.18 0.644 3.87 19.8

angle of the diffraction peak. Table 1 shows the variation of
crystallite sizes of Ag (1 1 1) and Ag (2 0 0) planes for samples
deposited with different Ar/CH4 ratios. From Table 1 it is
observable that the average crystallite size of Ag (1 1 1) and
Ag (2 0 0) planes increases as the ratio of Ar/CH4 decreases.
This can be explained through the increase of Ag nanoparticle
sputtered and decrease of C–H bonds in ratio of Ar/CH4 1 : 2.

3.3. SEM Results. Figure 3 shows the SEM micrographs
of Ag/C:H thin films deposited using different ratios of
Ar/CH4 in working gas admixture. The SEM micrographs
of the films deposited with different ratio of Ar/CH4 show
the crystalline growth of Ag structures by decreasing the
ratio of Ar/CH4 that is well in agreement with the XRD
results.

Moreover it can be seen from Figure 3 that the surface
morphology of the deposited thin films shows more homo-
geneous distribution of grains with the decreasing of the
ratio of Ar/CH4, which may be due to the higher ion energy
flux suitable for a grain growth. Results obtained from SEM
analysis reveal that the total energy deposited by the energetic

ions plays the crucial role on the morphologies of the film
surfaces.

3.4. AFM Results. Using AFM, the surface morphology of
Ag/C:H films deposited with various ratios of Ar/CH4, was
analyzed. The 3D surface topography of the deposited thin
films is shown in Figure 4. All the images have been obtained
with a scanning area of 1𝜇m × 1 𝜇m. For the case where
Ag/C:H film is deposited at Ar ambient, the 3D surface
topography of the deposited thin film show that the grains
on the sample surfaces are the largest, and by adding CH4
to working gas admixture, grains were decreased. Also as
it can be seen from Figure 4, when the ratio of Ar/CH4
increases from 1 : 2 to 1 : 10, a decrease in the size of most
of the grains was observed. As it was previously mentioned,
this may be due to a higher ion energy flux suitable for the
grain growth. To analyze and compare the surface roughness
of the deposited thin films, in each experiment, we measured
the roughness of three random areas over the surface of the
deposited thin film, and recorded the average and root mean
square (rms) values of the measurements (see Table 2).
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Figure 4: 3D surface topography AFM analysis of Ag/C:H thin films deposited at different Ar/CH4 gas ratios.

Table 2

Sample
identical

RMS
roughness

(nm)

Ave.
roughness

(nm)

Max.height
(nm)

Ave.
height
(nm)

Ar 93 80 590 210
Ar/CH4 1 : 2 30 25 184 70
Ar/CH4 1 : 5 25 20 132 46
Ar/CH4 1 : 10 4 3 27 11

4. Conclusions

In this paper we reported the deposition of Ag/C:H thin films
at room temperature on silicon p-type substrates using a DC
sputtering system. In order to study the effect of the Ar/CH4
flow rate on properties of Ag/C:H, the films were deposited
at different ratios of Ar/CH4 gas, while other experimental
parameters were kept constant for all samples. Degree of
crystallinity and crystallite size of Ag phase of deposited thin
films were investigated by XRD analysis. Surfacemorphology
of thin films was studied by SEM analysis. Also the surface
topography, the distribution of grain sizes on the surface of
the films, and the surface roughness of the samples were
particularly investigated by AFM. Results of FTIR analysis
showed that the introduction of CH4 gas to working gas
mixture created C–H stretching in various CH, CH2, and
CH3 groups bonds, and by increasing the Ar/CH4 ratio
polymeric bonds were increased. In the XRD pattern the
diffraction peak corresponding to carbon or methane was
not observed for prepared samples with Ar/CH4 admixture

gas. Intensity of diffraction peaks of Ag crystalline plane and
average crystallite size of Ag (1 1 1) and Ag (2 0 0) planes
increased as the ratio of Ar/CH4 decreased. The SEM and
AFMmicrographs of the films deposited with different ratios
of Ar/CH4 showed the crystalline growth of Ag structures
by decreasing Ar/CH4 ratio, which was well in accordance
with the XRD results. Also the surface morphology of the
deposited thin films showedmore homogeneous distribution
of grains with the decrease in the ratio of Ar/CH4, which
might be due to the higher ion energy flux suitable for a
grain growth. Furthermore, with the decrease in the ratio
of Ar/CH4 flow, the size of the grains became larger on the
surface of the films causing increase in the roughness of the
deposited thin films. Hence, with increasing the Ar flow rate
from 20 to 103mL/min, the film grain size increases from 14.8
to 21.2 nm. On the other hand, with increasing the Ar flow
rate, deposition rate also increases.
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Effect of dust size,mass, and charge distributions on the nonlinear dust acoustic solitarywaves (DASWs) in a dusty plasma including
negatively charged dust particles, electrons, and nonthermal ions has been studied analytically. Dust particles masses and electrical
charges are assumed to be proportional with dust size. Using reductive perturbation methods the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP)
equation is derived and its solitary answers are extracted.The coefficients of nonlinear term of KP equation are affected strongly by
the size of dust particles when the relative size (the ratio of the largest dust radius to smallest dust radius) is smaller than 2. These
coefficients are very sensitive to 𝛼, the nonthermal coefficient. According to the results, only rarefactive DASWs will generate in
such dusty plasma. Width of DASW increases with increasing the relative size and nonthermal coefficient, while their amplitude
decreases. The dust cyclotron frequency changes with relative size of dust particles.

1. Introduction

The study of dusty plasmas represents one of themost rapidly
growing branches of plasma physics. A dusty plasma is an
ionized gas containing small particles of solid matter, which
acquire a large electric charge by collecting electrons and
ions from the plasma. Dust grains or particles are usually
highly charged. Charged dust components appear naturally
in space environments such as planetary rings, cometary
surroundings, interstellar clouds, and lower parts of earth’s
ionospheres [1–4]. Fusion reactors, film deposition reactors,
and ions courses are other examples of dusty plasma systems
in laboratory. Since dust particles are relatively massive, the
frequency of DASW is typically few Hz and propagates at
a speed of a few cm/s. This wave is spontaneously excited
in the plasma due to ion drift relative to the dust. In most
investigations, reductive perturbation method has been used
for deriving the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) or modified KdV
equations in one-dimensional studies [5–8] or Kadomstev-
Petviashvili (KP) equation for two-dimensional cases [9, 10].

There aremany reports on the formation and propagation
of DASW in dusty plasma. But far from ideal condition, there
are several phenomena which affect the DASW. Presence of
nonthermal particles and size distribution are two of them.
A nonthermal plasma is in general any plasma which is
not in thermodynamic equilibrium, either because the ion
temperature is different from the electron temperature, or
because the velocity distribution of one of the species does
not follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The effects of
dust temperature and dust charge variation in a dusty plasma
with nonthermal ions have been investigated by Duan [11].
Pakzad and Javidan have worked on the problem of variable
dust charge in a dusty plasmawith two-temperature ions with
nonthermal electrons [12, 13]. Dorranian and Sabetkar have
investigated the characteristic features of dust particles in a
dusty plasma with two ions at two different temperatures
and have observed the effect of nonthermal ions on the
amplitude and width of DASW [14]. All of these theories
have focused on dusty plasma containing only monosized
dust grains. In fact, the dust particles have many different
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species of size [15–17]. The dust size distribution can be
described by a power law distribution in space plasma and
given by a Gaussian distribution in laboratory plasma [18].
The effects of dust size distribution on the dust acousticwaves,
solitons, or instabilities in a dusty plasma have been studied
by several researchers previously [15, 17]. The effect of dust
size distribution for two ion temperature dusty plasma in
one dimension (KdV equation) was studied by Duan and Shi
[19]. He et al. observed the effect of dust size distribution on
the nature of DASW in two dimensions (KP equation) [20].
In this work the collective behavior of dust particles is not
considered, and the effect of relative size is not taken into
account.

Continuing the former works, we have added the effect
of dust size distribution to the model which contains two
nonthermal ions at two temperatures, including Maxwellian
electrons. In this paper, characteristic features of dust par-
ticles with variable size, mass, and electric charge in a non-
thermal two-temperature ions dusty plasma are investigated.
The mass and charge of dust particles are assumed to be
proportional with their size.The paper is organized as follow:
following the introduction in Section 1, in Section 2, we
present the model description and the theoretical aspects
of the model. The KP equation and its solitary answer are
derived and described in this section. Section 3 is devoted to
results and discussion, and Section 4 includes the conclusion.

2. Model Description

2.1. Basic Equations. We consider the propagation of DASW
in collisionless, unmagnetized dusty plasma consisting of
highly negatively charged dust grains, electrons, and two-
temperature nonthermal ions. The dust particles are much
larger and extremely more massive than ions or electrons,
but the sizes of dust grains are different. We shall assume
that there are 𝑁 number of different dust grains sizes whose
masses are 𝑚𝑑𝑗(𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . 𝑁). In this case we have different
species of dusts with different size, which is counted with
𝑗. Plasma is assumed to be quasineutral. The state of charge
neutrality can be written as

𝑛𝑒0 +

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑑𝑗0𝑍𝑑𝑗0 − 𝑛𝑖𝑙0 − 𝑛𝑖ℎ0 = 0 (1)

in which 𝑛𝑒0, 𝑛𝑖𝑙0, and 𝑛𝑖ℎ0 are the unpertubrbed number den-
sity of electrons, low-temperature ions, and high-temperature
ions, respectively. 𝑍𝑑𝑗0 is the unperturbed number of charges
residing on the 𝑗th dust grainmeasured in the unit of electron
charge. The dust grains are assumed to be much smaller
than electron Debye length 𝜆𝑑𝑒 as well as the intergrain
distance. Thus, we can treat the dust grains as heavy point
masses with constant negative charge [21]. The governing

equations including the normalized Poisson’s equation, con-
tinuity equation, and the equation of motion describing the
dynamics of the dust particles in the plasma are

𝜕
2
𝜙

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕
2
𝜙

𝜕𝑦2
= 𝑛𝑒 +

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑑𝑗𝑍𝑑𝑗 − 𝑛𝑖𝑙 − 𝑛𝑖ℎ, (2a)
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+

𝜕 (𝑛𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑑𝑗)

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕 (𝑛𝑑𝑗V𝑑𝑗)
𝜕𝑦

= 0, (2b)
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+ V𝑑𝑗
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𝜕𝑦
=

𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝑚𝑑𝑗
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𝜕𝑥
, (2c)
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𝑧𝑑𝑗
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𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑦
. (2d)

In these equations, 𝜙 is the electrostatic potential; 𝑛𝑒, 𝑛𝑖𝑙, and
𝑛𝑖ℎ are the number density of electrons, low-temperature ions
and high-temperature ions respectively. 𝑍𝑑𝑗 and 𝑛𝑑𝑗 are the
charge number and the density number of the 𝑗th species of
dust particles, respectively. 𝑒 is the basic charge magnitude.
𝑢𝑑𝑗 and V𝑑𝑗 are the components of the velocity of 𝑗th species
of dust particles in the 𝑥- and 𝑦-directions, respectively. For
the case of dusty plasma with two kinds of ions at different
temperatures, 𝑇eff, the effective temperature is

𝑇eff = [
1

𝑁tot𝑧𝑑0
(
𝑛𝑒0

𝑇𝑒

+
𝑛𝑖𝑙0

𝑇𝑖𝑙

+
𝑛𝑖ℎ0

𝑇𝑖ℎ

)]

−1

, (3)

in which 𝑇𝑒, 𝑇𝑖𝑙, and 𝑇𝑖ℎ are the plasma electron temperature
and the temperatures of plasma ions at lower and higher
temperatures, respectively. 𝑁tot is the total number density
of dust grains which can be written as 𝑁tot = ∑

𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑛𝑑0𝑗; 𝑧𝑑0

is determined by the equation 𝑧𝑑0𝑁tot = ∑
𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑛𝑑0𝑗𝑧𝑑0𝑗. 𝑎 is

the average radii of dust size given by 𝑎 = ∑
𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑛𝑑0𝑗𝑎𝑗/𝑁tot.

The dust density is normalized by 𝑁tot; 𝑧𝑑𝑜𝑗 is normalized
by 𝑧𝑑0. The space coordinates 𝑥 and 𝑦, time 𝑡, the compo-
nents of dust velocity 𝑢𝑑𝑗, V𝑑𝑗, and the electrostatic potential
𝜙 are normalized by the effective Debye lenght 𝜆𝐷𝑑 =

(𝑇eff/4𝜋𝑁tot𝑍𝑑0𝑒
2
)
1/2, the inverse of effective dust plasma

frequency 𝜔−1
𝑝𝑑

= (𝑚𝑑/4𝜋𝑁tot𝑍𝑑0
2

𝑒
2
)
1/2, the effective dust

acoustic speed 𝐶𝑑 = (𝑧𝑑0𝑇eff/𝑚𝑑)
1/2, and 𝑇eff/𝑒, respectively,

where 𝑚𝑑 is the average mass of dust grains determined by
the equation of 𝑚𝑑 = ∑

𝑁

𝑗=1
𝑛𝑑0𝑗𝑚𝑑𝑗/𝑁tot; 𝑚𝑑𝑗 is normalized

by𝑚𝑑.
Ions in the plasma are assumed to be nonthermal, so their

density can be described by the known Maxwell Boltzmann
distribution function. For the dimensionless density number
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of electrons, 𝑛𝑒, lower temperature ions, 𝑛𝑖𝑙, and higher
temperature ions, 𝑛𝑖ℎ, we have

𝑛𝑒 =
1

𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1
exp (𝛽1𝑠𝜙) , (4a)

𝑛𝑖𝑙 =
𝛿1

𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1
(1 +

4𝛼

1 + 3𝛼
𝑠𝜙 +

4𝛼

1 + 3𝛼
(𝑠𝜙)
2
) exp (−𝑠𝜙) ,

(4b)

𝑛𝑖ℎ =
𝛿2

𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1

× (1 +
4𝛼

1 + 3𝛼
𝛽3𝑠𝜙 +

4𝛼

1 + 3𝛼
(𝛽3𝑠𝜙)

2
) exp (−𝛽3𝑠𝜙) ,

(4c)

in which 𝛽1 = 𝑇𝑖𝑙/𝑇𝑒, 𝛽2 = 𝑇𝑖ℎ/𝑇𝑒, 𝛽3 = 𝛽1/𝛽2, 𝛿1 = 𝑛𝑖𝑙0/𝑛𝑒0,
𝛿2 = 𝑛𝑖ℎ0/𝑛𝑒0, and 𝑠 = 𝑇eff/𝑇𝑖𝑙 = 𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1/𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1. 𝛼
is the nonthermal parameter that determines the number of
fast (nonthermal) ions [22, 23].

2.2. The KP Equation. In this part by using the basic
equations, the so called KP equation in the plasma with
variable dust particle electric charge is derived. KP equation
is a fundamental equation, and its solution describes the
characteristic of DASW in detail. In order to simplify the
equations based on the reductive perturbation theory, it is
useful to introduce three independent variables [24]:

𝜉 = 𝜀 (𝑥 − 𝜆𝑡) , (5a)

𝜏 = 𝜀
3
𝑡, (5b)

𝜂 = 𝜀
2
𝑦, (5c)

in which 𝜀 is the dimensionless expansion parameter and
characterizes the strength of the nonlinearity of the system.
𝜆 is the phase velocity of the wave along the 𝑥 direction.
Different parameters of the dust particles can be expanded
in terms of 𝜀 as

𝑛𝑑𝑗 = 𝑛𝑑𝑗0 + 𝜀
2
𝑛𝑑𝑗1 + 𝜀

4
𝑛𝑑𝑗2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , (6a)

𝑢𝑑𝑗 = 𝜀
2
𝑢𝑑𝑗1 + 𝜀

4
𝑢𝑑𝑗2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , (6b)

V𝑑𝑗 = 𝜀
3V𝑑𝑗1 + 𝜀

5V𝑑𝑗2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , (6c)

𝜙 = 𝜀
2
𝜙1 + 𝜀

4
𝜙2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (6d)

By substituting (5a), (5b), (5c), (6a), (6b), (6c), and (6d) in
(2a), (2b), (2c), and (2d) and collecting the coefficient of the
lowest order of 𝜀, we have

𝑛𝑑𝑗1 = −

𝑛𝑑𝑗0𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝜆2𝑚𝑑𝑗

𝜙1, 𝑢𝑑𝑗1 = −

𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝜆𝑚𝑑𝑗

𝜙1,

𝜕V𝑑𝑗1
𝜕𝜉

= −

𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝜆𝑚𝑑𝑗

𝜕𝜙1

𝜕𝜂
,

(7)

𝜆 = [

[

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑑𝑗0𝑧
2

𝑑𝑗

𝑚𝑑𝑗

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

]

]

1/2

. (8)

Tending 𝛼 → 0 results are the same as the results
presented by He et al. [20], and neglecting the effect of
size distribution, equations are the same with the results
published by Dorranian and Sabetkar [14]. For the higher
power of 𝜀, we have

𝜕𝑛𝑑𝑗1

𝜕𝜏
− 𝜆

𝜕𝑛𝑑𝑗2

𝜕𝜉
+

𝜕 (𝑛𝑑𝑗0𝑢𝑑𝑗2)

𝜕𝜉
+

𝜕 (𝑛𝑑𝑗1𝑢𝑑𝑗1)

𝜕𝜉

+

𝜕 (𝑛𝑑𝑗0V𝑑𝑗1)
𝜕𝜂

= 0,

(9a)

𝜕𝑢𝑑𝑗1

𝜕𝜏
− 𝜆

𝜕𝑢𝑑𝑗2

𝜕𝜉
+ 𝑢𝑑𝑗1

𝜕𝑢𝑑𝑗1

𝜕𝜉
=

𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝑚𝑑𝑗

𝜕𝜙2

𝜕𝜉
(9b)

𝜕V𝑑𝑗1
𝜕𝜏

− 𝜆

𝜕V𝑑𝑗2
𝜕𝜉

+ 𝑢𝑑𝑗1

𝜕V𝑑𝑗1
𝜕𝜉

=

𝑧𝑑𝑗

𝑚𝑑𝑗

𝜕𝜙2

𝜕𝜂
, (9c)

𝜕
2
𝜙1

𝜕𝜉2
=

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑑𝑗2𝑧𝑑𝑗 +
(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)
𝜙2

−

𝑠
2
(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽

2

3
− 𝛽
2

1
)

2 (𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1)
𝜙
2

1
.

(9d)

Using (9a), (9b), (9c), and (9d) the KP equation for a
unmagnetized dusty plasma with two ions can be derived as

𝜕

𝜕𝜉
[
𝜕𝜙1

𝜕𝜏
+ 𝐴𝜙1

𝜕𝜙1

𝜕𝜉
+ 𝐵

𝜕
3
𝜙1

𝜕𝜉3
] + 𝐶

𝜕
2
𝜙1

𝜕𝜂2
= 0, (10)

in which

𝐴 =
𝜆

2

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽
2

3
− 𝛽
2

1
) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1)
2

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽
2

3
− 𝛽
2

1
)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1)

×
(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

−
3

2𝜆3

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑑𝑗0𝑧
3

𝑑𝑗

𝑚
2

𝑑𝑗

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)
,

(11)

𝐵 =
𝜆

2

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)
, (12)

𝐶 =
𝜆

2
. (13)

For dust grains with radii 𝑎 in a given range [𝑎min, 𝑎max], the
differential polynomial expressed distribution function is of
the form [19]

𝑛 (𝑎) 𝑑𝑎 = 𝐾𝑎
−𝛽
𝑑𝑎. (14)

It is found that values of 𝛽 = 4, 5 for the F-ring of
Saturn, while for the G-ring values of 𝛽 = 7 or 6. For
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cometary environments, we recall a value of 𝛽 = 3, 4. 𝐾 is
a normalization constant, and 𝑎 is the radii of dust particle,
which should satisfy the following equation [19]:

𝑛tot = ∫
𝑎max

𝑎min

𝑛 (𝑎) 𝑑𝑎. (15)

Outside the limits 𝑎min < 𝑎 < 𝑎max, we have 𝑛𝑎 = 0. In
the equations 𝑧𝑑𝑗 = 𝑘𝑧𝑎𝑗 and 𝑚𝑑𝑗 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎

3

𝑗
, 𝑘𝑧 = 4𝜋𝜀0V0/𝑒

is the electrical potential of the surface of dust particles at
equilibrium. 𝑘𝑚 = 4/3𝜋𝜌𝑑, in which 𝜌𝑑 is the mass density of
dust particles, 𝜌𝑑 is taken to be constant for all dust particles,
V0 is the electric surface potential at equilibrium, and 𝜀0 is
the vacuum permittivity [25]. Integrating (8), (11), using the
previous definitions, we have

𝜆 = [
(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

×
𝐾𝑘
2

𝑧

𝑘𝑚𝛽
(𝑎
−𝛽

min − 𝑎
−𝛽

max)]

1/2

,

𝐴 =
𝜆

2

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽
2

3
− 𝛽
2

1
) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1)
2

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽
2

3
− 𝛽
2

1
)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2 − 1)

×
(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

+
3𝐾𝑘
3

𝑧

2𝜆3𝑘2
𝑚
(𝛽 + 2)

(𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3 + 𝛽1) (1 + 3𝛼)

(1 + 3𝛼) 𝛽1 + (1 − 𝛼) (𝛿1 + 𝛿2𝛽3)

× (𝑎
−𝛽−2

max − 𝑎
−𝛽−2

min ) .

(16)

The general steady state solution of (10) for 𝜙1 has the form
[14]

𝜙1 = 𝜙𝑚sech
2
(
𝜒

𝑤
) , (17)

in which the new variable 𝜒 = 𝜉 + 𝜂 − 𝑢𝜏 is the transformed
coordinate relative to the frame which moves with the
velocity 𝑢 [14]; 𝜙𝑚 = 3(𝑢−𝐶)/𝐴 and𝑤 = 2√𝐵/(𝑢 − 𝐶) are the
amplitude and width of soliton, respectively. The coefficients
of KP equation would change to the results presented in
[14, 20] in case neglecting of nonthermal effects and size
distribution effects, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

Effects of ions temperature and density on the coefficients
of KP equation are very small. In other words, variations of
ions temperature and density lead to negligible effects on the
coefficients of KP equation in this model.

To plot our data, 𝑎min is taken to be unity. In order to
avoid the effects of ions density and temperature, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2
are taken to be equal to 0.25, and 𝛿1 and 𝛿2 are both taken to
be 2.
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Figure 1: Variation of 𝐴 versus 𝑐 and 𝛼.
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Figure 2: Variation of 𝐵 versus 𝑐 and 𝛼.

For a typical dusty plasma [19], 𝑛𝑖0 ∼ 10
5–1010 cm−3,

𝑇𝑖 ∼ 𝑇𝑒 ∼ 0.1 eV, 𝑛𝑑0 ∼ 10
5 cm−3, 𝑄𝑑 ∼ (−10

4 e)–(−105 e),
𝑚𝑑 ∼ 10

−15–10−12 𝑔 ∼ 10
9–1012m, 𝜌𝑑 ∼ 1 g/cm3, and

𝑎 ∼ 0.1–1 𝜇m, so it can be estimated that 𝑘𝑚 = 4, 𝑘𝑧 = 10
8,

and𝐾 = 10
−12. Here 𝛽 is taken to be 6.

The variation of the nonlinear coefficient, 𝐴, with the
maximum dust size ratio 𝑐 = 𝑎max/𝑎min and the nonthermal
coefficient 𝛼 is presented in Figure 1. 𝐴 increases with
increasing 𝑐. For all the ranges of 1 < 𝑐 < 5 and 0 < 𝛼 < 1, the
nonlinear coefficient 𝐴 is negative, mean that in this range of
variation only rarefactive solitons will be generated in dusty
plasma, and it is not useful to continue our work for modified
KP equation. This point is similar with the presented results
in [20] in which the effect of size distribution is taken into
account. But in Dorranian and Sabetkar’s work [14], in the
presence of thermal effect without size distribution effect, just
in the case of small 𝛼, rarefactive soliton will appear in the
dusty plasma medium. As the function of 𝑐, 𝐴 varies faster
when 1 < 𝑐 < 2. When the magnitude of the maximum ratio
of dust size is larger than 2,𝐴 is approximately constant.With
increasing 𝛼 also 𝐴 increases. Variation of 𝐴 with 𝛼 is larger
when 1 < 𝑐 < 2. With increasing 𝑐, the effect of 𝛼 decreases.
Effect of 𝛼 is noticeable when 𝑐 is small.

Effects of 𝑐 and 𝛼 on 𝐵 are presented in Figure 2. In
contrast with 𝐴, effect of 𝛼 on 𝐵 is noticeable when 𝑐 is large.
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Figure 3: Variation of 𝐶 versus 𝑐 and 𝛼.

For 𝑐 → 1, the coefficient 𝐵 is not changed with 𝛼. The same
result can be seen for 𝑐. When 𝛼 is small, 𝐵 is not changed
with 𝑐.When nonthermality is high, increasing themaximum
ratio of dust size leads to increasing the coefficient 𝐵 of KP
equation.

The same effect are occurred for the coefficient 𝐶. Effect
of 𝑐 on 𝐶 is noticeable when 𝛼 tends to 1, and 𝐶 increases fast
with 𝛼 when 𝑐 tends to 5 as is shown in Figure 3.

Width of generated soliton in this model strongly
depends on 𝑐 and 𝛼.This dependence is shown in Figure 4. In
any case, solitons are broadened with increasing 𝑐 and 𝛼. The
broadest soliton generates when 𝛼 and 𝑐 are maximum at the
same time.The same results have been obtained inDorranian
and Sabetkar’s paper when the effect of size distribution was
not taken into account [14]. The rate of increasing soliton
width with 𝛼 is smaller in the presence of size distribution
effect.

Profiles of generated solitons in dusty plasma regarding
the requirements of our model are presented in Figures 5
and 6. In Figure 5, the effect of 𝛼 is shown, when 𝑐 = 5.
With increasing 𝛼, the width of generated solitons increases
while their amplitude decreases. This result is in good
agreement with the results of works in which the effect of
size distribution is neglected [14]. With increasing 𝑐 also the
amplitude of generated solitons decreases but their width is
increased.

𝛼 is the nonthermal coefficient which changes the distri-
bution function of ions from Boltzman distribution. Increas-
ing 𝛼 leads to increasing the energy of ions in the dusty
plasmamedium or decreasing the dust particles energy.With
decreasing the energy of dust particles, the amplitude of
solitons decreases. Less energetic particles aremore localized,
so the width of generated solitons increases with increasing𝛼.

𝑐 is the ratio of the maximum dust particle size to
the minimum dust particle size. With increasing 𝑐 the
width of the size distribution function of dust particles is
increased, while their amplitude decreases. Increasing 𝑐 is
actually increasing the dust species. In this case, we have
larger variety of dust particles accompanied in solitonic
oscillation. Increasing the ratio of dust particles size leads
to increasing the perturbation in their uniform motion. The
result will be reducing the amplitude of solitons. Different size
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Figure 4: Variation of width versus 𝑐 and 𝛼.
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Figure 5: The profile of soliton at different 𝛼s, when 𝑐 = 5.

particles moving with different velocities lead to generating
less localized oscillations.

4. Conclusion

In the present paper, nonlinear dust acoustic solitary waves
(DASWs) in a cold unmagnetized dusty plasma containing
negatively charged dust particles, electrons, and nonthermal
ions are investigated. The size of dust particles is taken
to be variable, and the charge and mass of dust particles
are supposed to be proportional with their size. For this
purpose, a reasonable normalization of the hydrodynamic
and Poisson’s equations is used to derive the Kadomstev-
Petviashvili (KP) equation for our dusty plasma system.

In this model DASWs are found to be rarefactive for
all magnitudes of the maximum ratio of dust size 𝑐 and
𝛼. In this case, soliton nature is under the influence of
size distribution rather than nonthermal ions, since in the
presence of nonthermal ions without taking into account the
effect of size distribution in both rarefactive and compressive
solitons have been observed [14]. But, the results of themodel
in which the effect of size distribution is taken into account is
only generation of rarefactive solitons is reported [26].

For 1 < 𝑐 < 5, amplitude of DASW varies noticeably
with 𝑐 rather than temperature and density of two species of
dusts particles. With increasing 𝑐, the amplitude of DASW
decreases sharply, and for 𝑐 > 2 it is almost independent of
𝑐. With decreasing the nonthermal coefficient, the amplitude
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Figure 6: The profile of soliton at different 𝑐s, when 𝛼 = 0.2.

of DASW increases. The same results have been reported
by Dorranian and Sabetkar [14]. Decreasing the ratio of
maximum size of dust to its minimum magnitude leads to
generation of more localized solitons, that is, decreasing the
width of DASW. The most energetic, localized solitons are
when 𝑐 = 1 that is, there is not any size, mass, or charge
distribution for dusts. Since in this case the dusty plasma
medium is uniform, it leads to formation of less perturbation
in the medium.
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